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ABSTRACT 
PURPOSE: 
· -The purpose of this study was to survey ·learning disability students and 
students in special day classes and to compare them on select characteristics to 
each other and to children attending regular day classes. 
VARIABLES: 
The selected variables. for this study were creativity, locus of control, 
and academic achievement. Each of these variables was divided into sub~parts 
permitting a more inclusive consideration. Creativity was measured for the fac-
tors of fluency, f"lexibility, originality, and elaboration. Locus of control was 
separated into three parts, each measuring one of the following: student responsi-
bility for academic failure, (I-); responsibility for academ·ic success, (I+); and 
a composite of these two (I Total). Academic achievement was measured by the use I 
of diagnostic Stanford Reading and Stanford Arithmetic tests. The following skills· 
were tested in the area of reading: reading comprehension, vocabulary, auditory 
discrimination, syllabication, beginning and ending sounds, blending, and sound 
discrimination. The diagnostic arithmetic test had thirteen subtests. Only 
seven of the subtests were used and these were numbet system and counting, opera-
tions, decimal place value, addition, subtraction, concepts total, and computation 
total. 
POPULATION: 
The population of this study consisted of forty randomly selected elementary 
students in special programs for the educationally handicapped. Twenty of the 
students were enrolled in learning disability groups while the remaining twenty 
students attended special day classes for educationally handicapped minors. All 
of the students were in either the third or fourth grade level school placement 
and attended the Napa Valley Unified School District. 
PROCEDURES: 
The forty students'were divided into one of four groups according to I.Q. 
and educational classification. This allowed the researcher to control the I.Q. 
while examining the twenty-one variables. Analysis of variance was used. When 
comparing students in special day classes and students in learning disability 
groups to normative data, the t-test was utilized. 
FINDINGS: 
Achievement l. Special day class students are academically more deficient 
than learning disability students in understanding the number system, knowing de-
cimal place notation, doing addition. These results were significant at the .05 
level of confidence. 
2. As expected, students in learning disability groups and 
students in special day classes are below regular students in all academic 
areas (significant at the .01 level). · · ,, 
Creativity 1. Students in learning disability groups are more flexible 
than students from special day classes. · 
2. Both students from learning disability groups and students 
from special day classes were less elaborate but more original in their responses 
than regular students. · 
Locus of Control 1. Students in learning disability groups and students in 
special day classes were less able to take responsibility for their academic 
successes than regular students. There is some indication that both students in 
learning disability groups and students in special day classes do not take 
res pons i bil i ty for their academic fa i 1 ures. In genera 1 , these two types of 
students see the world as externally controlled. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The California Public School System offers a variety of programs 
to meet children 1 s individual educational needs. The newest program in 
the area of Special Education is for educati~nally handicapped minors. 1 
Research relating to educationally handicapped students i~ plentiful. 
However, because of the confusion in terminology and the extensive use 
of different descriptive terms, the reader cannot be sure that what he 
reads applies to this specific category as mandated by the Califol''nia 
Legislature. Therefore, often the reader must extrapolate avai'lable 
information in an attempt to gain some insight into the traits of these 
children. 
This dissertation is an attempt to fill this information gap by 
doing research with children who are placed into two of the specific 
categories which fall under the more general category of educationally 
handicapped minors as defined by California law. 
The need to further define the characteristics of these education-
ally handicapped students is clearly indicated in current literature. 
Therefore, this dissertation is an attempt to meet this need. 
The research within this dissertation has been limited to children 
. 10peration and Results of Special Educational_ Programs for Educa-
_!:lon_!!.J..y Handicapped Minors, Report to the Governor and the State Legisla-
btre of California, Sacramento, California, 1967 (Sacramento, Calif.) 




who are placed into two of the three educational programs for education-
ally handicapped minors (EH) as defined by the California law, namely 
those who are ·enrolled in learning disability groups (LOG) and those in 
special day classes (SDC).2,3 
2 
The se·l ect ion of a student for either program is determined by an 
admission committee. The main determinants of the child's placement are 
{l} the behavior of the child and (2) the learning disability of the child. 
If a behavior prob 1 em is the primary reason for re.ferra 1 to the admi ss·i on 
committee, the child is usually placed in a special day class for educa-
tionally handicapped minors. When the learning difficulty is primary, the 
student is placed in a learning disability group. However, if the child 
has a learning problem of sufficient magnitude which prevents him from 
functioning in a regular class even on a limited basis, he may be placed 
in a special day class. The admission .committee may also determine that a 
child is beyond the scope of either of these two programs and place him on 
home teaching and/or refer him to other agencies for care and treatment. 4 
(See Table 1.) 
David Rekdahl, chairman of Napa's Admission Committee for screening 
educationally handicapped students from 1967 to 1970, commented that the 
2The other categories such as home t'eaching or hospital programs will 
not be included. · · · · · · · · · 
3see Pages 5 and 6 for a definition of the terms "educationally handi-
capped minors," "learning disability groups," and "special day classes." 
4california Education Code. Sec. 6755 (1969). 
3 
main distinction bet\'Jeen the child placed in a special day class and a 
child placed in a learning disability group is the degree of emotional 
lability (involvement) as related to classroom behavior and the extent of 
the learning disability. 5 
TABLE I 
STUDENT SELECTION PROCEDURES FOR PLACEMENT IN EDUCJ-\TIONALL Y 
HANDICAPPED PROGRAMS: SPECIAL DAY CLASSES AND 
LEARNING DISABILITY GROUPS 
===============· ··:::============ 
~eha~1o~ Lea~n1ng 
______ Prob]~~--'--··--l-_Q_~_?bi !j.!L_ ___ ._ 
. a no 
Special Day Classes 
for EH Minors (SOC) 
(1) . Senous b)... mild 
( 2) ~ r·-~f~-----· -- s:..:_e r.;_:i'--,o_u s-___ 
Learning Di sa.bi 1 Hy 
Groups (LOG) (3




The puq.Jose of this study is to compare the learning disability 
group (LOG) and special day class students (SOC) on selected characteris-
tics related to behavior and learning problems. 
The research will be limited to grades three and four and will in-
corporate three parameters: 1. academic achievement, 2. divergent 
thinking (creativity), and 3. locus of control. In addition the 
1970. 
5oavid Rekdahl, a private interview, Napa, California, September, 
4 
socio-economic status of each student will be presented. This is included 
for the purpose of further,defi ning the population of this study, there-
fore, no statistical analysis will be made beyond the presentation of 
median and range 'scores. 
The subjects were selected from an existing population who were 
certified as educationally handicapped by Napa County's Admissions Commit-
tee. Two per cent of the total school district enrollment .may be certified 
as educationally handicapped, 6 however, permission to exceed this limita-
tion may be granted by the Superintendent of Public Instruction. 7 
Some of the information used in assessing the EH students for place-
ment and educational planning was incorporated in this research project. 
This information included: 1. diagnostic reading scores, 2. diagnostic· 
arithmetic scores, and 3. intelligence scores as determined by individual 
intelligence tests. 8 
Following is a brief discussion of the three main parameters with 
a full ex~lanation included in Chapter III. 
1. Academic achievement. The Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test 
and the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test were chosen because their 
6since the Napa Unified School District has 15,000 students, three 
hundred students may be qualified for programs for educationally handi-
capped minors, according to Richard Owen; Coordinator of Programs for · 
Educationally Handicapped Minors in Napa Unified School District, in a 
private interview, Napa, California, ~.J.anuary, 1971. 
7california Educational Code.,.\Sec. 6752 (1969). 
8A preliminary survey of .this population revealed that 74/87 or 
85% of these children had been gi-.ven·a:wrsc. 
scores reveal the student's educational strengths and weaknesses. This 
information is useful when individualizing the teaching program. 
5 
2. Divergent thinking. The Figural battery of the Torrance Tests 
of Creative Thinking was selected to study the student•s divergent think-
ing. Since divergent thinking is a factor of hunran intelligence and a 
fairly new concept in the area of intelligence te:>ting, 9 it.offers a mean-
ingful and literally untapped territory to explore. In addition, some 
theories of creativity (e.g., psychoanalytical theory) link c-reativity. 
and neurotic conflict.lO 
3. Locus of control. Virginia Cranda,ll and her associates devel-
oped the intellectual Achievement Responsibility Que$t.ionnaire Scale (IAR) 
which was used. Thfs test measures (1) the student 1 s perception of con-
trolling forc~s, both external or ·inteY'nal in origin, and (2) the student's 
feelings concerning the direction of the 11 reinforcement responsibility 
exclusively in intellectual-academic achievement situations."ll 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether EH students 
9J. P. Guilford, Intell·igence, -~reativi_ly_~n_1 Their_ Educational 
Implications, San Diego: Robert R. Knapp, pub. 1968, pp~ 3~32. · · 
TOMaria C. C. Villas-Boas 11 A Study of the ~1otivational Role. of Self-
concept and Locus of Control in Creative Children'' *unpublished Doctoral 
Dissertation~ The University of California, Berkeley, 1967), p. 3. 
. . .. 
11 virginia Crandall, Walter Katkovsky, and Vaughn J. Crandall, 
"Chi l drens' Be 1 i efs in Their Own Control of Reinforcements in I ntell ec-
tual-Academic Achievement Situations; 11 Child Develonment XXXVI (March, 
1965), 93. --- --·-~--
6 
placed in learning disability groups differed significantly on the three 
main parameters from EH students in special day classes. In addition~ these 
students were compared to the standard elementary school population by 
means of normative data. Socio-economic information was provided for fur-
ther elaboration on this population. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
1. Educationally Handicapped Minor 
Educationally handicapped are 
Minors who by reason of marked learning or Q.ehavior disorder' or 
both, require the speci a 1 educati 011 programs Ll earning disability 
groups; special day classes; home, hospital, or regular establis_bed 
non profit, tax-exempt, licensed children•s institution program~ 
•.. with the intention of full return to the regular school 
program. Such learning or behavior disorder shall be associated 
with a neurological handicap or emotional disturbance and shalll2 
not be attributed to mental retardation.l3 
2. Special ~lasses (elementary and secondar1l 
Under this program educationally handicapped pupils unable to 
function in a regular class are assigned to a specific class. 
The special class shall be maintained for a minimum or more school 
day. In this special program fundamental school subjects shall be 
emphasized as prescribed by the State Board of Education.l4 
For special day classes the maximum enrollment shall be 12 
pupils per class.l5 
12In California•s Educational Code (1969) Section 36 defines 
.,: ·~·Sha 11 11 as meaning mandatory and 11 may 11 as meaning permissive. 
13california Educational Code, Sec. 6750 (1~69). 
14Ibid., Sec. 675la. 
15Jbid_., Sec. 6751.1. 
3. Learning Disability Groups (elementary and secondary) 
. 
11 In this program, the pupil remains in his regular class but is 
scheduled for individual or small group instruction given by a special 
teacher.ul6 "For learning disability groups the maximum enrollment shall 
be 32; however, participation in any given learning disability shall be 
for at least 30 minutes and shall not exceed eight pupils at any one 
time. 11 17 
4. Admission Committee (its duties and members) 
7 
Admission of minors to programs for the educationally handicapped 
... shall be made only on the basis of an individual evaluation ac-
cording to standards established by the State Board of Education and 
upon individual recommendations of a local admission committee which 
shall include a teacher, a school nurse) or social worker, a school 
psychologist or other pupil personnel or supervisor, and a licensed 
physician. Such recommendation shall include a statement, that in 
the professional judgement of the members of the local admission com-
mittee the minor is recommended for placement in a program for educa-
tionally handicapped minors to correct a marked learning disability 
due to neurological handicapped or emotional disturbance and that he 
may be expected to eventually participate in the regular school 
program. Any member of the local admission committee dissenting from 
the final committee recommendation shall attach to the final recom-
mendation a statement of reason for such objection.l8 
The child cannot be placed for more than one year by the admission 
committee unless at the end of the admission period, the committee reevalu-
ates the child and states why the child should remain in one of these 
special programs for the educationally handicapped.l9 
16rbid., Sec. 675lb. Since ftmding is a reality of educational 
planning, a one-to-one teacher-pupil ratio is not, in most cases, possible. 
17rbid~, Sec. 6751.1. 
lBrbid., Sec. 6755. 
19rbid., Sec. 6755.1 and 6755.2. 
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5. Creativity 
The following is an operational definition of creativity devised by 
the researcher. It was designed to be congruent with the four factors of 
creativity used by the Torrance tests of Creative Thinking which are 
fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration.20 
A creative person is one who is able to take an ambiguous stimulus 
and organize it into meaningful structure(s) and then communicate the 
results. In addition, the person must have elaborated upon the stimuli, 
produced original response(s), and been flexible and fluent in dealing 
with the stimuli. (a) Elaboration is defined as the ability to develop 
detail. (b) A response is considered original if it is statistically in-
frequent (usually less than the 5% level). (c) Flexibility is the ability 
to organize the stimuli into several different structures or categories. 
(d) Fluency is the ability to give several responses within a structure or 
category. 
6. Locus of Control 
Locus of control describes the perceived direction of the control-
ling forces in one•s life. If a person believes he controls his own 
actions, thoughts and direction in life he has an internal locus of control. 
On the other hand, if the person believes that the control of his thoughts, 
action or 11 Style of life 11 is regulated by others or things and not by him-
self then he has an external locus of contro1. 2l 
20Paul T~rrance, Torrance Te~ of Creative Tl}jnkiQ.g_: Direction 
Manual ~nd Sconn_g_ Guide. (Princeton: Personnel Press, 1966), pp. 10-43. 
21Julian B. Rotter, 11 Generalized Expectancies for Internal Versus 
External Control of Reinforcement, 11 Psychological ~1onographs: General and 
~pplied, 80 (Whole No. 609, 1966), 1. --- ---
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LIMITATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
For the purpose of this study the following limitations and assump-
tions are set forth: 
1. Children attending Napa Valley Unified School District are 
representative of the general school population. Furthermore, the 
students attending this school district who are certified by the local 
admission committee as educationally handicapped students are typical of 
the general educationally handicapped populations in California. 
2. Children with learning disorders and/or emotional problems are 
testable using group and/or individual testing procedures. 
3. The local admiss·ion committee for programs for the education-
ally handicapped follows the State requirem~nts with respect to evaluation 
and placement of students. This assumes, then, that students certified 
as educationally handicapped have a marked learning and/or behavior dis-
~rder, and these disorders shall be associated with a neurological handi-
cap or emotional disturbance and not mental retardation. 
HYPOTHESES 
1. There will be a significant difference in academic areas be-
tween students in learning disability groups and students in special day 
classes for minors who are classified as educa~ionally handicapped. 




lb. There will be a significant difference i~ academic areas 
between students in special day classes for minors who are classified 
as educationally handicapped and students in regular classes. 
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2. There will be a significant d-ifference in creativity between 
students in learning disability groups and students in special day classes 
for minors who are classified as educationally handicapped. 
2a. There wi 11 be a· s i gni fi cant difference in cr·eati vi ty between 
students in learning disability groups and students in regular classes. 
2b. There will be a significant difference in creativity between 
students in special day classes for minors who are classified as educa-
tionally handicapped and students in regular classes. 
3. There will be a significant difference in locus of control 
between students in learning disability groups and students in special 
day classes for minors who are classified as educationally handicapped. 
3a. There will be a significant difference in locus of control 
between students in learning disability groups and students in regular 
classes. 
3b. There will be a significant difference in locus of control 
between students in special day classes for minors who are classified as 
educationally handicapped and students in regular classes. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The organization of Chapter II is based upon the three major areas 
of the study in respect to the educationally handicapped children selected. 
These areas are: 1. academic achievement, 2. creativity, and 3. locus of 
control. Two other areas which are needed to understand the complexity 
of educationally handicapped children are nomenclature and behavioral 
characteristics. These then, constitute the five major division~ of this 
chapter. 
NOMENCLATURE 
By surveying the literature information on children with learning 
and/or emotional problems was gained. However, the discre~ancies in 
terminology hampered the gathering of meaningful and pertinent information. 
For example, terms such as 11 emotionally distur~ed, 11 11 Cerebral dys-
function,.~ 11 brain damage, 11 and 11 learning disabilities 11 have meant differ-
ent things to different researchers. Researchers often found varying 
results on a population described by the same nomenclature. This discre-
pancy is related to research design, 1 but it is a.lso related to the rather 
ambiguous use of the terminology in this field. 
The report to the National Institute of Neurological Disease and 
lFred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavior Research (San Francisco: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winton, Inc., l964},>';pp. 3-5o.-
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Blindness, Minimal Brain Qysfu.nction_ Terminolo~y and Identification, ex-
plores· the multitude of terms used to desctibe children showing signs of , 
neurological impairment. Thirty-eight terms referring to minimal brain 
dysfunction were found and were grouped into the following two categories: 
1. Organic aspects (e.g.,· 11 0rganic Brain Disease, 11 11Minor Brain Damage, 11 
11 Choreiform Syndrome 11 ), and, 
2. Segments of behavior or c,onsequences due to minimal brain dysfunction 
(e.g., 11 Hyperkinetic Behavior Syndrome, 11 11 Psychoneurological Learning 
Disorder, 11 11 Hypoki netic Syndrome, 11 and ''Learning Di sabi 1 iti es 11 ). 2 
In summary the report stated, 11 With few exceptions, the most strik-
ing ·omission through the literature was the lack of attempt at a definition 
of the terms used or the condition discussed, Although there is more than 
ample supply of terminology and characteristics, there is a shortage of 
interpretative elucidation. 113 This confusion creates a problem in achiev-
ing· a reliable survey of the literature. 
Within the limitations of terminology, an attempt will be made to 
present a profile of the educationally handicapped child to describe the 
child's behavioral characteristics, and to relate this to the three main 
parameters of the study: 
1. academic achievement, 
2. creativity, and 
2u. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Minimal Brain 
Dysfuncti_on ill Chil.Qretl_: Termi nol q_gy_ and Identification, 1966 (Washington, 
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1966), p. 9. 
3Ibid., pp. 9-10. 
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3. locus of control. 
This study will focus on the actual school population of students 
in learning disability groups and special day classes, as defined by the 
California Educational Code. This legal definition provides the structure 
for the admission of a student to special educational programs. For fur-
ther elaborat{on, the reader is referred to Appendixes A and B which give 
the educational and administrative codes related to educationally handi-
capped minors in California. 
BEHAVIORAL DESCRIPTION 
The neurologically impaired child appears to have varying degrees 
of the following traits: (1) erratic and inappropriate behavior upon 
mild provocation, (2) increased motor activity disappropriate to the 
stimulus, (3) poor organization of behavior, (4) distractibility of more 
than ordinary degree under ordinary conditions, (5) persistent·hyperac-
tivity,4,5 and (6) perseveration. 6 
This is best summarized by Strauss and Lehtinen who stated, 11 All 
of these children show evidence of general disturbance in the classroom 
4Godfrey D. Stevens and Jack W. Birch, 11 A Proposal for Clarifica-
tion of the Terminology used to describe Brain-Injured Children, 11 in 
Educating Children with Learning Disabilities: Selected Reading, ed. by 
Edward C. Frierson and Walter B. Barbe (New York: Appleton-Century-Croft, 
1967), pp. 88-89 . 
. 5H. Carl Haywood, ed., Brain Damag~ i~ School ~Children 
(Wash1ngton: Council for Exceptional Children, NEA, 1968), p. 5. 
6Alfred A. Strauss and Laura E. Lehtinen, Ps~athology and 
Education of the Brain-Injured Child (New York: Grune and Stratton, 1947, 
pp. 169-170.--·-· 
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situation: distractibility, hyperactivity, and disinhibition as expressed 
in difficulty in conforming to the usual standard of group and classroom 
management. 11 7 
However, not all research would indicate that serious behavioral 
problems are evident in all learning disability students who show signs 
of being neurologically impaired. Myklebust and Boshes8 found that learn-
ing disability groups did not differ from their normal control groups when 
tested with.the IPAT Children's Personality Questionnaire, an instrument 
which yields an anxiety score. They found the same results with a group 
they labeled as being a borderline learning group. Using the Vineland 
Social Maturity Scale, ~1yklebust and Bashes found a difference in social 
maturity for both groups. They felt that not all learning disability 
students have emotional problems. Perhaps the difference between the con-
clusions of this research project and that of others lies in the defini-
tion of ,.emotional pt~oblems 11 • 
In most. studies, emotional or behavioral problems are defined in 
terms of classroom behavior; thus, a child may have a normal anxiety score 
but still be a severely hyperactive child. 
One of the best descriptions of behavior of emotionally disturbed 
students was compiled by Morse, et. al., in a survey of 100 public school 
programs for the emotionally handicapped. 9 The author gave the following 
7Ibid., pp. 169-170. 
Bu. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Minimal Brain 
Dama~ in Childre~.' pp. 18, 109-110. ---. 
9Morse, et. al., Public Scho.Ql_ Classes for. Emotionally_ Disturbed, 
pp. 42, 43, 52, 76. 
list as the most frequently occurring types of behavior (in decreasing 
order): 
'easily upset 
short attention span 
teases 
fearful 
disorganized in work 
angers easily 
defiant of authority 
restless · 
In a table linking behavior problems and their causes as seen by 
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teachers, 11 needs assurance, 11 11 poor self image, 11 11 needs affection, 11 1'fears 
rejection, 11 11 insufficient control at home, 11 11 rejectionby parents, 11 11 inade-
quate inte1lect, 11 and 11 Wants recognition 11 were mentioned. In the same sur-
vey teachers of emotionally handicapped students felt that initial problems 
with their special classes included, control-management, hostile-aggressive 
behavior, academic-motivation, intra-group conflict, under-achievement, 
hyperactivity, wide individual differences, withdrawn children, and per-
ceptual problems. Only 11 per cent of the teachers either reported no 
initial problems or failed to provide data.lO 
Of the entire population, 22 per cent were internalizing neurotics 11 
and 38 per cent were externalizing neurotics.12 Three per cent of the 
population had symbolic problems such as dyslexia, orientation difficulty, 
or problems with symbolization. Another 3 per cent were identified 
lOibid., p. 52. 
lloepression, withdrawal, obsessions, phobias, psycho-physiological 
reactions, etc., Ibid., pp. 38-39. · 
12Acting out, counteraggression, negative oppositional atti~ude, 
etc. , Ibid. 
having motor involvement.l3 Less than 12 per cent were classified 
neurologically impaired.l4 
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The emotionally disturbed student and the learning disability group 
student have several common behavioral traits, and some differences. The 
apparent similarities are hyperactivity, emotional lability, perseveration, 
excitability; impulsivity, hyper-motor activity, and disorganized behavior, 
and the differences are that the emotionally disturbed children appear to 
be more 11 acting out11 or 11 aggressiVe 11 in nature. 
The literature thus surveyed does not lead to predictions based on 
the IAR which is the behavioral instrument used in this study. The 
available information on learning disability or neurologically impaired 
students does not indicate whether the child looks to himself or to others 
for his standards of behavior. The literature dealing with emotionally 
disturbed students indicated that the population is comprised both of 
internalizing and externalizing people. The following describes the 
educationally handicapped population (including brain-damaged children 
and children with behavior problems) in addition to providing descriptive 
guidelines for separating the characteristics of the brain-damaged 
child from that of a child with behavioral problems: 
Generally, the E.H. appears to have the following characteristics: 
He fs not a happy child, He is more often easily enraged, as evidenced 
by fits of anger on slight provocation. He is frequently depressed 
in appearance. He seldom smiles or jokes with others. In inany cases, 
he is energetic and active to such a degree that he is not able to 
13Perservation, overaction to stimulation, etc., Ibid. 
14rbid., pp. 39-41. 
control his actions. He is very restless, and unable to ~·emain 
quiet very long. He is extremely sensitive. His feelings are 
easily hurt over real and, also, imaginary affronts. He often 
feels persecuted, and frequently expresses the idea that he is 
being singled out for punishment. He cannot avoid 11 misbehaving, 11 
though repeatedly warned and punished for the same infraction 
on numerous occasions. He is often hostile to authority and 
does not respond well to any kind of authority or direction. He 
is very indecisive and has a hard time making up his mind on 
relatively minor choices. He is distractible, hyperactive, has 
motor disi~hibition, occasional dissociation, lack of differentia~ 
tion between figure and background, generalized disturbance, some 
degree ·of perseveration and inadequate self-image concept. He 
does not respond well to any kind of authority or direction. 
Certain characteristics of behavior are manifested by the 
brain-injured child (minimal cerebral dysfunction) which can be 
considered generic to this type of organic damage. In varying 
degrees of severity, the following behavior patterns are displayed: 
Lack of inhibition and control in both motor and emotional function 
areas; disturbances of perception (the process in which meanings 
are attributed to the sensed stimuli), prolonged retention of 
primitive patterns, delay or difficulty in the acquisition of new 
functions and ab·ilities, predisposition to anxiety (due to impaired 
organization), confused interpretation of the environment, early 
postural reflex disturbance, secondary psychological defense 
mechanisms generally related to repeated frustrations and anx·iety. 
An emotionally handicapped child is one who appears to have 
difficulty in coping with problems of living and development in 
areas \'/here the majority of his peers can manage successfully. 
The disturbed child fails to achieve mastery in significant areas 
of life. Obvious manifestations may very well be affect disorders, 
temper outbursts, withdrawal, inappropriate social techniques, 
autism, tics, stammering, restlessness, sleep disturbance~ 
incontinuence,. rigidity, and driveness. Most frequently, the 
adaptive failures in the school situation are (1) learning inhibi-
. tions, (2) social maladaption, (3) school ~version or phobia, 
(4) marked differential between ability and achievement, and (5) 
truancy and stubbornness. 11 15 · . 
This clearly indicates that the child with brain damage and the 
lSEugenia Kintzels and William Axilrod, A Program Handbook of 
Secondary Classes for the Educationally Handicapped (La r~esa: Grossmont 
Union High School District, 1966-67), p. 4. 
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child who is emotionally handicapped may have traits in common. For ex-
ample, both types of children may have learning problems, social maladap-
tion, and a discrepancy between apparent ability and academic success. In 
fact, a child may be both brain damaged and emotionally disturbed. Since 
the educationally handicapped population as defined in Chapter 1 includes 
individuals who are-neurologically impaired or have behavioral problems, 
it is only natural that they would have traits which are described under 
the terms "brain-damaged" and "emotionally disturbed." 
Tables 2 and 3 provide summaries of the common research findings! 
relevant to the behavioral characteristics of educationally handicapped 
children and serve as an introduction to the next section dealing with 
their learning deficits. 
TABLE II 
LIST OF LEARNING AND BEHAVIORAL TRAITS COMMON TO 
LEARNING DISABILITY STUDENTS 
1. Perceptual-motor impairment 
a. ·fine and gross motor handicap 
b. difficulty in judging time, space, and 
distance 
2. Memory and thinking 




6. Speech and hearing 
7. Understanding directions 
8. Behavioral traits 
a. hyperactivity 
b. poor organization of behavior 
c. distractibility 
d. perseveration 
e. lacking in social maturity 
f. hypoactivity 
The traits listed are generalities and apply to the group as a 
whole. Students in learning disability groups and special day classes 
will vary in the kind and degree of behavioral and academic deficits. 
TABLE III 
LIST OF BEHAVIORAL TRAITS AND LEARNING DEFICITS 
COMMON TO STUDENTS IN SPECIAL DAY CLASSES FOR 




4. Behavioral traits 
a. Faulty self-concept 
b. Easily upset 
c. Short attention span 
d. Fearful 
e. Disorganized in work 
f. Defiant of authority 




One of the basic premises of this study is that students in learn-
ing disability groups and students in special day classes differ in 
degree, not in the type of learning problems. Since the students may 
demonstrate neurological impairments and/or emotional problems, the litera-
ture in the areas of neurologically handicapped and emotionally disturbed 
will apply to both groups. This study will attempt to identify the degree 
of differences and similarities. 
The neurologically impaired student has several academic deficits 
with perceptual motor impairment being frequently mentioned in the 
literature. After reviewing over 100 publications, Clements indicated 
that one of the ten most recurring characteristics was perceptual motor 
impairment.16 
Perceptual motor deficit means that the student will have diffi~ 
culties in all areas that require the coordination of sight and motor 
responses. Straus's and Lehtinen mention that any manu a 1 activity, such 
as cutting and coloring, will be affected. 17 
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Dis(.)rders of memory and thinking are other commonly listed charac-
teristics.18 The results of having a poor memory are fairly evident. One 
example of this is the inability to memorize the multiplication tables. 
The consequences of poor perceptual and conceptual abilities is not 
so obvious. The two are related, and, as stated by Fouracre, 11 if the 
perceptual ability of a brain-injured child is inferior, it is likely that 
his conceptual ability is also inferior.ul9 This means, \!Jith an' inferior 
perceptual-conceptual ability, the child will not be able 11 to relate per-
cepts and interpret them in the usual normal way. 1120 
16Ibid., p. 9. 
17strauss and Lehtinen, Brain-Injured Child (New York: Grune and 
Stratton, 1947), p. 127,173. 
l8u. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 11 Minimal 
Brain Dysfunction 11 pp. 8-13. 
19Maurice H. Fouracre, 11 Learning Characteristics of Brain-Injured 
Children, 11 Exceptional Children, XXIV (January, 1958), 211. 
20Ibid., p. 211. 
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If a student has faulty perceptua 1-conceptua 1 ability, it waul d be 
difficult to learn modern mathematics beca~~e of the emphasis on the 
structure (concepts) of a mathematical model. Reading comprehension would 
also be difficult because of the inability to conceptualize what has been 
perceived. 
The literature dealing with emotionally disturbed students directs 
itself basically toward behavioral problems and less toward the academic 
area. The available literature indicates that a very small percentage 
suffer from perceptual disabilities. Morse and his associates found that 
only about 4 per cent of the population surveyed could be classified as 
having a perceptual learning problem, and only 3 per cent were found to 
have motor impairment.21 Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that 
perceptual or motor problems of students in special programs for the edu-
cationally handicapped can be related to neurological rather than emo-
tional problems. 
Faulty concept formation is often related to self-concept and in 
general to the interpretation of social situ~~ions. 22 This in turn affects 
the students' academic work, but this problem is related more to the 
secondary emotional deficit rather than to the primary perceptual-concep-
tua 1 . impairment. 
2lwilliam C. Morse, Richard L. Cutler, and Albert H. Fink, Public 
School Classes for the Emoti on.illY Handicapped: fl Research Analysis 
\Washington Council for Exceptional Children, 1964), pp. 3, 28-33. 
22Eli Bower, Jhe Educ~tion. of Emoti~ Handicapped Children 
(California State Department of Education, 1961), pp. 14, 24. · 
22 
Perceptual-conceptual deficits and motor coordination problems are 
g'lobal terms that do not describe specific learning problems. The research 
conducted with the neurologically impaired indicated that reading, arith-
metic, writing, and spelling are four specific areas which are troublesome. 
In addition, most researchers list speech and hearing problems as charac-
teristic of these students. 23 
Johnson and r,1yklebust state that the learning disability students 
often "have deficits in acquiring the spoken word, in learning to read, to 
use written language, to spell, to tell time, to judge distance, size, 
length, and height or to calculate 1124 
An extensive study sponsored by the U. S. Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare indicated that the learning disability group 
differed from a normal control group at the .01 level of significance on 
47 variables. Variables relative to this research are oral vocabulary, 
syllabication, reading comprehension, spelling, understanding dir~ctions, 
and arithmetic. Furthermore, 12 WISC scores were found significantly 
different from the normative group. 
The above applies to neurologically impaired students, but how does 
the emotionally disturbed student perform in specific academic areas? 
There is a scarcity of specific data concerning emotionally disturbed 
23u. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare; "~1inimal Brain 
Dysfunction," p. 13. 
24Doris J. Johnson and Helmer R. Myklebust, Learning Disabilities 
{New York, N.Y.: Grune & Stratton, 1967), pp. 13, 25. 
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students and their academic achievement. However, reading and arithmetic 
are problem areas, with the reading problem being the more severe. 25 ,26 
Speech difficulties have also been linked to emotionally disturbed stu-
dents.27 The major learning problems found in the neurologically impaired 
and emotionally disturbed would seem to be reading, arithmetic and speech. 
The neurologi~ally impaired student appears to have deficits in perceptual 
and conceptual abilities as well as perceptual-motor coordination. 
CREATIVITY 
As a starting point in the evaluation of children's creativity, 
Torrance's definition is cited: 
A process of becoming sensitive to problems, deficiencies, 
gaps in knowledge, missing elements, disharmonies, and so on: 
identifying the difficulty; searching for solutions, making 
guesses, or formulating hypotheses about the deficiencies; 
testing and retesting these hypotheses and possibly modifying 
and retesting them; and finally communicating the results.28 
One might add that the creative person_brings into play his past 
experiences but does not let these limit him. 
With respect to the traits and personality factors of creative per-
sons, two main opposing views have been expressed. One view holds that 
internal conflict is necessary for the creative process while the opposing 
I 
25Morse, et al., Public School Classes for Emotionall~ Disturbed, 
pp. 33-35, 43. . . 
26Frank Hewett, The EmotionallY. Disturbed Child in the Classroom 
· .. {Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1968), pp. 310-311. ---
27Bowers, Emotionally Handicapped, p. 14. 
. . 28paul Torrance, Torrance Tes~ Qf ~eativ~. Ihi~kinJL: Norms-
Te·chm ca 1 ~1anua 1 ( Pri nee ton: Personne 1 Press, 1966), p. 6. 
~-
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view sta,tes that the person must be open to himself and free ftom personal 
conflict if he is to be creative. 
The Freudi-an theory relates 11 lrigher cultur-al o.chievt:~llir:!ntS 11 with 
the concept of displacement. If a desired object is made inaccessible by 
i nterna 1 or external barr·i ers, a nev: object is chosen, thus n"!duci ng tEm-
sion. Creativity is a displacement process v1hich reduces or avoids 
tens·ion. Hence, those individuals who havea propens'ity for tension he.ve 
the greatest chance of being creative. The tense person5 v4ho (accord·lng to 
psychoanalytical theory), ·is to some degree mentally ;n ~ has the best 
chance of being creative.29 
Using the Freudian concept of creativ'ity~ John· Rowan l~·i'lson and Iris 
associ a.tes presented peri nt·i ngs by menta.'lly il'l a.~·t·i sts. They showed a col~--
relation between the degree of psychosis and the creative respo~se. As. 
the art·ists' mental hE~alth deter·iorated thf~ir p.:rintings became more 
bizarre and showed greater s·i gns of ori gi nal'ity. The pictun~s created by 
Vincent Van Gogh perhaps are the best exarnp lE! that the authors charted. 30 
Maria Constanca Calrnon Villas-Boas summar'ized the Freudian point of 
view by wr·iting, "It would appear that a baste assumption underlying the 
theories v1hich conceptua'lize crcat.iv'ity as a resu'lt of disp-lacement of 
· pyschi c energy, is that creati v'it.Y is the pl~od:J..d. of neurot·i c conflict. 
--------.....:....---· 
29calvin S. Hall, and Gardnet' Uncizey:."FteuJ's Theor·y of Personul·· 
Hy ~·" in Per~Q!.~i!l_1_.:tL~s .. ~.!19.. C_~U.t.':l.r.e~, ed. by Robe1·t Hunt (Nev; York: The 
Uatural fi'istory Press~ '1967}, pp. 20··22 .... 
30John RciWan W·i 1 son, and others .9 JJ!.t~. ~.t.t.":,:L (Nevo~ York: l"imc: Tncorp~JratEl, 
1964), pp. 136--151. 
Such' a view stresses the role played by unconscious processes in the 
creative process. "31 
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Others feel that the creative process can take place only when the 
person is free of neurotic conflict. A creative person must be open to new 
ideas and experiences, "the ability to toy with elements and concepts," and 
have an inter·nal locus of control (11 The value of his product is for the 
creative. person, established not by the praise or criticism of others, but 
by himself. n32 It is this ability to toy with elements and concepts that 
allows the creative person to "play spontaneously with ideas, colors, 
shapes and relationships" and mold them into new and creative products. 33 
In addition to being able to tolerate ambiguity, the creative person has a 
great fund of energy which often results from a high degree of psychologi-
cal health; furthermore, the creative person has the ability to constrict 
his interest and attention.34 
Creative children are often seen as different by their teachers, and 
in general are perceived as being more wild, more difficult to know, more 
playful, less hard-working, and less desirable as students.35 The follow-
ing is a more elaborate listing of traits of creative children: 
31M. C. C. Villas;..Boas, "A Study of the Motivational Role of Self-
Concept and Locus of Control in Creative Children" (Unpublished Ph. D. 
dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 1967}, p. 3. 
32carl R. Rogers, QQ Becoming! Person (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1961}, pp. 353-354. 
33Ibid., pp. 354-355. 
34G. D. Demos, J. C. Gowan, and E. P. Torrance, ed., Creativit,Y: Its 
Educational Implications (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1967), pp. 4-5. 
35E: ~aul Torrance, B~wardi ng Creative ~~havi o~_: E~periment ii!_ Class-
~ Creat1v1ty (Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, 1965), p. 274. 
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1. They have 11 a reputation for producing wild or silly ideas ... This 
is especially true for boys. · 
2. 11 Their drawings and other productions are characterized by origin-
ality.---Their ideas simply do not conform to the standardized 
dimensions, the behavior norms on which responses are evaluated ... 
(This is offered, by Torrance, as an explanation why many creative 
children do not do better on traditional intelligence tests.) 
3. 11 Their productions are characterized by humor, playfulness, and 
relative relaxation ... 36 
The educationally handicapped student shows some of the above signs 
of creativity in that he does not conform to normal standards. However, 
he seems to lack the sense of humor which is characteristically commensurate 
with the other traits. Perhaps the field of creativity offers a possible 
avenue to teach the educationally handicapped, since it offers many paths 
leading to a solution. Such activities as divergent sorting of figural ob-
jects (objects are sorted according to different qualities such as color~ 
size and shape) are useful in teaching educationally handicapped students 
because there are several correct answers. Hence, 11 for educationally, 
neurologically, and emotionally handicapped ·children, this kind of a class-
ification task may also be used to improve self-concept as well as to teach 
better discrimination. Here the student can feel safe, for his way is a 
correct way. n37 
In this research, creativity will be measured using the Torrance 
Test of Creative Thinking. This test is based on Guildord•s model of 
intellect. It measures four separate areas which comprise creativity. 
36paul Torrance, Creativity, Dimension in Early Learning Series 
(San Rafael: Dimension Publishing Co., 1969), p. 15. · 
37Mary N. Meeker, The Structure of·Intellect: Its Interpretations and 
Uses (Qhjo: Gharl es E. Merri 11 Pub 1 i sher-; 1969), p. as-:-
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They are fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration. The defini-
tion of creativity as presented in the first chapter defines these terms, 
but for further clarification their definitions are given again. Fluency 
is the ability to give several responses. For example, if a child was 
asked to name several animals, he would be considered to be fluent if he 
gave several responses. He would be flexible if he could name several ani-
mals of different categories; for example, dogs, pigs, and so on. If he 
just mentioned 11 dogs 11 but not several other animals, he would be f1uent 
but not flexible. The child is considered original if he can give responses 
that are unusual for his age. Using the same example, the child would have 
to name animals not usually known by children his age; The last trait, 
elaboration, would be exhibited by a child if he could give details on the 
animals mentioned.38, 39 
Torrance draws a relationship between two of his test variables and 
personality traits using the theoretical framework of Gestalt Psychology. 
He feels that people who give original responses are able to control their 
tension and delay the impulse to bring closure to a task.40 With respect 
to elaboration he states, 11 high elaborators are characterized by their 
anxiety over not being able to meet what they perceive as high expecta-
tions of them by others. u4l 
38Torrance, Ncn-Technical Manual, p. 11. 
39J. P. Guilford, Intelligence, CreativiJy and Their Educational 
Implications (San Diego: Robert R. Knapp, 1968 , pp. 98-104. 
40Torrance, Non-Technical Manual, p. 14. 
41Ibid., p. 15. 
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For a child to be creative, it appears there has to be some sort of 
native intelligence, but the exact relationship between intelligence and 
tests of creativity has not been clearly demonstrated.42, 43 Guilford 
states: 
Operationally, then, intelligence has been the ability (or 
complex of abilities) to master reading and arithmetic and similar . 
subjects.· The subjects are not conspicuously demanding of creative 
talent.44 
A general pattern seems to be a substantial positive correlation 
between intelligence and creativity. Furthermore, 
When the whole range of IQ is included, say for 62 to 150, there 
is a characteristic scatter plot. This plot shows that when the 
IQ is low, scores on tests of creative potential can only be low. 
When the IQ is high, there can be a wide range in performance on 
creative tasks.45 · 
In summary, it appears that children in special day classe~ for 
educationally handicapped minors and students in learning disability 
groups may or may not be creative. If the Freudian view is used to 
postulate hypotheses then the children in special day classes would be 
more creative than children in learning disability groups since these 
children show a higher level of emotional lability. Both groups would 
show greater signs of creativity than the normal school population. On 
the other hand, if the Rogerian view is used to form hypotheses, the 
children in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors would 
42Ibid., pp. 82-83. 
43J. P. Guilford, The Nature of Human Intelligence (San Francisco: 
McGraw Hill, 1967), pp. 167-170. 
44Guilford, Creativity, p. 83. 
45rbid., p. 143. 
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be less creative than children in learning disability groups because they 
would be less open to their experiences and in general less emotionally 
sound. Likewise, both groups would be less creative than the regular 
school population. This study surveys the educationally handicapped chil-
dren with an open mind to both theories and letting the results speak for 
themselves. 
With respect to intelligence, there seems to be a need for a cer-
tain level before the creative process can take place. Furthermore, the 
possession of a high IQ does not guarantee creativity but rather intelli-
gence seems to be a necessary but not a sufficient condition for it. 
LOCUS OF CONTROL 
When a reinforcement is perceived by the subject as following . 
some action of his own but not being entirely contingent upon his 
action, then in our culture, it is typically perceived as the 
result of luck, chance, fate, as under the control of powerful 
others, or as unpredictable because of the great complexity of 
the forces surrounding him. When the event is interpreted in this 
way by an individual, we have labeled this a belief in e~ernal_ 
control. If the person perceives that the event is contingent 
upon his own behavior or his own relatively permanent character-
istics we have termed this a belief in internal control .46 
Julian B. Rotter has stated that people who have an internal locus 
of control are more resistant to change from the outside, and hence, 
resist conscious external manipulation. However, "if the internally orien-
ted person perceives that it is to his advantage to conform, he may do so 
46Julian B. Rotter, "Generalized Expectancies for Internal Versus Ex-
tern~l Control of Reinforcement,'' Psychological Monographs: General and 
Appl1ed, 80 (Whole No. 609, 1966), 1. · 
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consciously and willingly without yielding any of his control.47 He 
linked internals (those individuals with an internal locus of control) 
with those individuals striving for academic achievement. Since people 
with an external locus of control look to the outside world, they are less 
resistant to change.4a 
Indivi~uals who score high on either scale (external or internal), 
according to Rotter, are essentially unrealistic and maladjusted by most 
definitions. In particular, extreme scores in externality connote malad-
justment. These extreme scores show a curvilinear relationship to ego 
control.49 He listed the following traits of people who have an internal 
locus of control: 
1. More alert to those aspects of the environment which 
provide useful information for his future behavior; 
2. take steps to improve his environmental conditions; 
3. place greater value on skill or achievement reinforcements 
and be generally more concerned with his ability, particu-
larly his failures; 
4. be resistive to subtle attempts to influence him.SO 
The concept of locus of control has been linked to different social 
behavior, such as feeling powerless (a dimension of t~.lienation), learning 
performance, and to more or less achievement-related activities.Sl, 52 
48rbid. 
49rbid., pp. 4, 17. 
SOJbid., p. 25. 
SlHerbert M. Lefcourt, "Internal Versus External Control of Rein-
forcement: A Review," Psychological Bulletin, 65 (No.4, 1966), 206 . 
. . 
~2Melvin Seaman, On the Meaning of Alienation, Bobbs-Merrill Reprint 
.,Series 1n the Social Sciences (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1959), p. 785. 
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Some relationship between creativity and locus of control has been 
found. There seems to be a relationship between locus of control with 
respect to self concept and creativity if intelligence is also considered.53 
This seems to be a rather complex, interaction effect. 
A positive correlation between locus of control and the ability to 
discriminate imbedded figures has been demonstrated. The individual who 
takes responsibility for his 11 0Wn intellectual success and failure, 
especially if they accept blame for the negative consequences of their 
own behavior, makes fewer errors in the identifying the figures than do 
children who blame others for their negative reinforcement. 11 They also 
report that the higher the children scored on the internal scale, the 
greater was their efficiency in doing a series of difficult tasks.54 
This could be one possible reason why some of the educationally handi-
capped students have difficulty in figure-foreground relationships and in 
doing a series of hard assignments. 
The literature only gives hints of what can be expected on the 
locus of control test when considering learning disability students and 
students in special day classes. It could be postulated that these students 
will score lower on the IAR test, thus indicating less willingness to take 
blame or credit for their academic pursuits. 
Health 
The parameter of locus of control is important to the study of EH 
53villas-Boas, 11 Locus of Control, .. pp. 14, 60-61. 
54virginia Crandall, and others. National Institute of Mental 
Progress Report, Jan. 1, 1963-Dec. 31, 1965, pp. 111 ,-nr-
children. This position is supported by James, who states: 
1. The categorization of situations as being externally or 
internally controlled is a basic variable in human learning the-
ory. differe'nti ally affecting a number of 1 earning functions. 
Future application of learning theory especially to complex 
human behavior should consider the affect of this variable .. 
2. The generalized extent to which individuals categorize situ-
ations as being internally or externally controlled is a 
signifJcant personality characteristic, which has predictive 55 utility in relation to other specific behavior of individuals. · 
Crandall, et. al., agree with James when they state, 
Many situations in the laboratory or in nature, contain cues 
defining the degree to which reinforcements are contingent on 
the subject's instrumental acts. Similarly, individuals have 
been found to differ in the degree to which they believe that 
they are usually able to influence the outcome of the situation. 
They may believe that their actions produce the re·i nforcements 
which follow their efforts, or they may feel that reward and 
punishment meted out to them are at the discretion of powerful 
others or are in the hands of luck or fate. In fact, the same 
reinforcement in the. same situation may be perceived by one 
individual as within his own control and by another as outside 
his influence. These personal beliefs could ·be important 
determiners of the reinforcing effects of many experiences. 
If, for example, the individual is convinced that he has little 
control over the rewards and punishments he receives, then he 
has little reason to modify his behavior in an attempt to alter 
the probabi 1 i ty that those events wi 11 occur. Re\-Jards and 
punishments, then, will have lost most of their reinforcing 
value, since they will not be effective in strengthening or 
weakening the S's responses .... 
Recent studies suggest that reinforcement - responsibility 
beliefs hold promise of being predictive of individual differences 
in reinforcements sensititivity, in attitudes, and in social 
behavior.56 
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55W. H. James, "Internal Versus External Control as a Basic Variable 
inlearning Theory" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Ohio State University, 
1957), p. 87. . .. ' . 
56virginia C. Crandall, Walter Katkovsky, and Vaughn J. Crandall, 
"Children's Beliefs in Their Own Control of Reinforcements in Intellectual-
Academic Achievement Situations," Child Development, XXXVI (March 1965) 
91-92. - ' ' 
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In short, locus of control has been shown to have a relationship to 
who have learning deficits and/or emotional problems is not well defined 
r: . 
or clearly used. :~ 'j ;'; j (. ... • .. J • 
~ . . . 
,. 
The summary of literature indicates that··both learhing disability ,. 
students and students with emotional problems have serious reading disor-
ders. Furthermore, these students usually have some deficits in arithme-
tic and speech .. 
The learning disability students also have deficits in their per-
ceptual-conceptual process, motor coordination, and hearing. 
Behaviorally, learning disability group students show signs of 
hyperactivity or hypoactivity, poor organization of behavior, distracti-
bility, perseveration, and social immaturity. 
The students in special day classes are often classified as having 
faulty self-concepts and a short attention span. They are also excitable, 
fearful, disorganized, defiant, restless, and easily angered. 
The literature also indicates that the locus of control for the 
learning disability students and the students in special day classes will 
probably be more externally directed. This suggests that these students 
do not take·:.responsibility for their academic successes or failures. 
ln revi~wi ng creativity, the 1 i terature denotes that there are 
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opposing views as related to personality. The Freudian view holds that a 
conflict is necessary whereas the Rogerians feel that the individual must 
be free of conflict to be creative. The educationally handicapped 
students show signs of creativity such as establishing their own standards,_ 
yet, they lack other qualities, for exa·mple, a sense of humor. The 
literature shows a paucity of research dealing specifically v.Jith these 
children and creativity. 
The following chapter will present the research design of this 
study. Furthermore, a detailed description of the popu'lation will be 




RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
In this chapter a description of the population used in this study 
will be given. Furthermore, the in~truments used to measure the three 
main variables of academic achievement, locus of control, and creativity, 
will be discussed. The four instruments used in this study are the 
Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test; Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test; 
Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire (IAR Questionnaire); 
and the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking-Figural 11 A11 • Hypotheses will be 
given for each test and/or subtest. 
The following numbering system will be used in labeling the hypo~ 
theses. The capital letter indicates the test: A- Torrance Test of 
Creativity; B- Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test; C- Stanford D·iagnostic 
Arithmetic Test; D-Locus of Control Test. The numerical number indicates 
the subtest used, such as flexibility, r·eading comprehension, and others. 
The lower case letters ind,icate the two educational categories when they 
are used in normative comparisons; "a" indicates learning disability 
group while 11 b11 indicates special day class. This format will be used 
throughout this paper. 
POPULATION 
The random sample was comprised of third and fourth grade students 
who were registered in programs for the educationally handicapped as of 
September 4, 1970 in the Napa Valley Unified School District. 
The parents of this initially randomly selected group were sent 
letters requesting their written permission to include their child in 
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this study (See Appendix C, page 148). A total of sixty letters were sent. 
The letter also contained a questionnaire asking for the head of the 
household's occupation and educational level. This information was used 
to determine the socio-economic-status of the child. Parents who did not 
respond to the first letter were sent a second letter. In this second 
letter the researcher stated that he would assume he had their permission 
to test their child if he did not hear from them either by letter or tele-
phone (see Appendix D, page 149). If the parents refused to have their 
child in the study, a telephone call was made assuring the parents their 
wishes would be respected, even though the researcher would_ still like to 
include their child in the study. The parent's wishes were final, and, if 
after the telephone call they still refused, the child was not included. 
Only three parents refused their permission for their children to be in 
the study. 
Of the fifty-seven educationally handicapped students polled, forty 
were used in the study and the remaining seventeen were designated as 
alternates. Six alternates were chosen to replace stuqents who were not 
included in the study because they were no longer in a special educational 
program, had moved to another school district, or were not allowed in the 
study by their parents. All testing was done on this final group of forty 
educationally handicapped students. 
The students were separated by educational classifications; that is, 
learning disability group or special day class students. They were also 
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assigned to one of the two IQ groupings. 1 The median for the entire 
group in addition to both educational category was detE~rmined. 2 The 
medians were used in determining the two IQ bands. 3 
The separation by educational categories and IQ of the forty 
students resulted in the placement of ten students in each of the four 
following cells: A) upper IQ-learning disability group student; B) lower 
IQ-learning disability group student; C) upper IQ-special day class 
student; and D) lower IQ-special day class student. 
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
Socio-economic Level 
Havinghurst•s two factor analysis, amount of education and type of 
occupation, was used in determining the socio-economic status·af the 
students in the study. 4' 5 He used a rating scale of five, with Class I 
lintelligence was chosen as the other 1ndependent variable because 
of its correlation with the three parameters of this study-achievement 
testing, creativity, and locus of control. The reader is referred to 
Chapter II which indicates the positive correlation between achievement 
test scores and intelligence scores. Chapter II also shows a relation 
between intelligence and creativity.' This chapter as well as Chapter II 
·provides information linking locus of control with standard intelligence 
test scores. 
2The median for the learning disability group students, special day 
class students, and total population are respectively 97, 95, and 97. 
3The dividing IQ was determined to be 97. All scores above 97 were 
considered in the high intelligence group while those below it were 
considered to belong to the low intelligence group. 
4August B. Hollingshead, Two Facto~·I~dex of Social Position (New 
Haven, Connecticut: By author, 1965 Yale Station,l957), pp. 2-11. 
5August B. Hollingshead and Frederick C. Hedlich, Social Class 
and ~ental Illness {New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1958), pp. 398-4IT7. 
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being the upper level and Class V the lowest level. 6 The data from this 
survey can only be taken as an approximatibn to the actual socio-economic 
level because what was then only twenty~five of the forty questionnaires 
containing this information were returned. Nevertheless, the following 
results were found: A) learning disability - low intelligence group 
Class IV (90% return); B) learning disability group- high intelligence 
Class IV (50% return); C) special day class students - low intelligence 
Class IV (70% return); and D) special class students high intelligence 
Class IV (40% return). 
The results may indicate that educationally handicapped students 
tend to come from the fourth class, or from the lower socio-economic , 
,/\ levels. A word of caution should be issued to the reader. Since this 
data was not compared to a control group of regular students in the Napa 
area, the findings may not be unique to this educationally handicapped 
popuTation. Information from the Chamber of Commerce would indicate a 
high concentration of people registering in the fourth class due to the 
concentration of heavy industry, such as the Federal Government shipyard, 
Kaiser Steel, Napa State Hospital, and the wine industry. 7 Therefore the 
general socio-economic status of the people in this area may be fourth 
class. However, it seems peculiar that out of this randomly selected 
population that only one person was from another class (Class Level II). 
6Hollingshead, I_wo Factor Index, pp. 2-11. 
7Hall and Goodhue, The General Plan for the City of Napa (adopted 
by the City of Napa on November 12, 1968), (Monterey, California, 1969), 
p. 43. 
With respect to bilingualism, not more than 5% of the surveyed 
population spoke more than one language. 
Intelligence 
The median IQ of the forty students selected was 97, with a range 
of 77 to 115. The median IQ for the 1 earning disability group and the 
special day class students was respectively 97 (range 83 to 115) and 95 
(range 77 to 107). All of the intelligence scores were taken from the 
students' files and represent individually obtained intelligence scores. 
Ninety per· cent of the scores were taken from WISC profi 1 es, and the 
remaining 10 per cent were from the Stanford-Binet. When the IQ was 
reported to be in the average range, a score of 100 was assigned for the 
purpose of this study. This happened in three cases or for 7.5 per cent 
of the total population. 
For the four categories designated in this study; the following 
data was obtained for IQ medians and range. 
a. Learning disability group - low intelligence: 88.5, range 
from 83 to 97. 
b. Learning disability group - high intelligence: 106, range 
from 99 to 115. 
c. Special day class student - low intell.igence: 86, range 77 
to 91. 
d. Special day class student- high intelligence: 102.5, range 




The majority of the students in the educationally handicapped 
group studied were males. There were only five females, which represented 
12.5 per cent of the total population. The learning disability group were 
90 per cent m~les while the special day class student population consisted 
of 85 per cent males. Using the four categories of this study the follow-
ing data were obtained: 
a. Learning disability group - low intelligence: 80 per cent males 
b. Learning disability group - high intelligence: 100 per cent 
males 
c. Special day class students - l0\1>/ intelligence: 90 per cent 
males 
d. Special day class students - high intelligence: 80 per cent 
males. 
The mean age for the educationally handicapped population was nine 
years and eight months, with a range of eight years and eight months to 
eleven years of age. For the total learning disability group, the mean 
age was nine years and eight months, with a range of eight years and ten 
months to eleven years of age. The mean age for the entire special day 
class students was nine years and eight months, with a range of eight 
years and eight months to ten years and ten months of age. Using the four 
categories of this study, the following data were gathered concerning age 
means and age range: 
a. Learning disability group - low intelligence: a mean of nine 
years and eight months; range from eight years ten cionths to ten 
years nine months. 
Testing 
b. Learning disability group - high intelligence: mean of nine 
years eight months; range from eight years ten months to 
eleven years. 
c. Special day class student - low intelligence: mean of nine 
years six months; range from eight years eight months to ten 
years nine months. 
d. Special day class student - high intelligence: mean of nine 
ye~rs ten months;{ange from nine years three months to ten 
years six months. 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
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As designated earlier in this chapter·, four main categories were 
investigated A) learning disability group -low intelligence, B) learning 
disability group- high intelligence, C) special day class - low intelli-
gence, and D) special day class - high intelligence. This makes a 2 x 2 
analysis of variance possible with ten students in each cell. (See Table 
IV.) The F~test will be applied to each of the variables listed under the 
three parameters; (creativity, academic achievement, and locus of 
control). 9 (See Table V.) 
When using the F-tests the following levels of significance will be 
used: 
· 1 •• 01' for scientifically significant 
8A11 ages were computed as of September. 1, 1970. 
9James L. Bruning and B. L. Kintz, Computational Handbook of 
Statistics (Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foreman and Co., 1968), pp. 25-30. 
I. 
. TABLE IV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DESIGN FOR EACH OF THE TWENTY-ONE VARIABLES . . 
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&) Number of ~tudents in each cell. 
TABLE V 
A LISTING OF VARIABLES AND THEIR C0~1PONENTS USED 'rO SURVEY 
STUDENTS IN LEARNING DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS 
IN SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 
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CREATIVITY II. ACJl.DEr~IC ACHIEVEMENT III.· LOCUS OF CONTROL 
l.. Fluency A. Readin9 B. Arithmetic 19. l+ 
2. F1 ex i b i l i ty 5. Reading Com·· 12. Number 20. I-· 
pre hens ion System 
3. Originality 21. I (total) 
6. Vocabulary 13. Operat·i ons 
4. El abOl'a ti on 





9. Beginning and 
ending sounds 16. Subtraction 
10. Blending 17. Concepts 
(Total) 
11. Sound Dis-
crimination 18. Computation 
{Total) -
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2. .05 for administrative decisions10 
3. .20 worthy of replication11 
In addition, the two educational categories of learning disability 
groups and special day class students will be compared to the groups used 
by the authors of each test to standardize their tests.l2 For creativity, 
a T score differing five or more points from the norm wi 11 be considered 
significant.13 In the area of academic achievement a stanine score dif-
fering more than one from the norm is considered statistically signifi-
cant.14 A two-tailed t-test will be used to compare the scores of th·e 
locus of control test to (1) the scores of the total population upon which 
the test was standardized, and (2) the norms that were derived for males.l5 
The .01 level of significance was chosen to indicate significance for all 
normative comparison to assure a high level of confidence (See Table VI); 
however, data will be given in parentheses at the .05 or .20 level of 
lOThis level of significance is considered important for all 
decisions involving programs for these children. 
llJf a replicated study also gives a .20 level of significance on 
a given factor this would indicate a significant level of .04 or better. 
(Ref. William Feller, An Introduction to Probability Theory and its 
Applications (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1957), pp. 118-121.). 
12see Appendixes E, F. G., pages 150,153,155 for information con-
cerning normative data. 
13using the two tail t-test with the size of this population, a T 
score variance of five points is significant at the .01 level. 
14A deviation of one stanine of a population of the size i's 
significant at the .01 level. 
15This Normative data was provided by the IAR research staff upon 
request of the researcher. 
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confidence; these levels are reported to indicate a possible relationship 




FORMAT FOR STANDARD SCORE REPORTING ("T" AND STANINE SCORES) 
Mean of experi-
mental group Mean of Norms Difference Significance 
* * * * 
* * * * 
Collection of Data 
The data was collected during the 1970-71 school year. The aca-
demic achievement scores were collected at the beginning of the school 
year, whereas the locus of control and creativity data was taken at mid-
year. The Stanford Diagnostic Tests were given as part of the standard 
evaluating procedure for educationally handicapped classes in the Napa 
Valley Unified School District. These tests were given in groups by the 
special Learning Disability Group teacher or the teacher of the Special 
Day Class. In a few cases the test was administered to individuals who 
were absent at the regular testing time. ·All other tests were given in-
dividually to the students by the researcher. The Torrance Test of 
Creativity was given using the standard procedures described in the test 
manual, 
A variance was made with respect to the Intellectual Responsibility 
Questionnaire •. Children are usually given this test in the form of recor-
ded s tatements··because of the reading 1 eve 1 of these young students. 
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Instead of taping the questionnaire,the researcher read the questions and 
all possible answers to the students, and then marked their answer sheets. 
All intelligence scores were taken from the files of the students: 
these scores were individually obtained and none were over two years old. 
The socio-economic data was collected from November through March. 
EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENTS 
The four tests used to evaluate creativity, academic achievement, 
and locus of control will be discussed in this section. They are: 
a. Torrance Test of Creativity, figural form - thinking creatively with 
pictures, booklet A 
b. Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test 
c. Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test 
d. Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire. 
The description of each test with its corresponding hypotheses will be 
) 
discussed next. 
A. Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking - Figural A 
The figural test of creativity is part of a larger battery which 
also includes a verbal section. Learning disability students and students 
in special day classes are in these special programs partly or totally 
because of a marked learning disorder. The researcher felt.that the 
learning problems would markedly affect·the results of a verbal creativity 
test, and thus the results would be confounded. Thus, the tester would 
not be sure if the test measured the children's lack of verbal ability or 
their creativity. Hence, a nonverbal test of creativity was chosen; 
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therefore, creativity was limited to figural forms but can be extrapolated 
to represent creativity in general. 
This figural test of creativity (subtitled "Thinking Creatively with 
Figures - Booklet A")l~ has three sections, Picture Completion Test, 
Incomplete Figural Activity, and Repeated Figural Activity (Lines). In 
the first of these tests, Picture Completion, the examinee is asked to 
draw a picture using a colored pear shaped piece of paper as a part of his 
total drawing. He is asked to draw a picture that no one else will think 
of (measures originality). The examinee is also asked "to add ideas that 
will make the picture tell as complete and as interesting a story as 
possible." This .allows the subject to elaborate. 17 
The Incomplete Figural Activity consists of ten incomplete figures. 
The subject is asked to complete these figures by sketching some interest-
ing object or picture. He is to think of an original picture and to add 
ideas to his first response that will make it as interesting and as com-
plete a story as possible. This section yields scores in flexibility, 
originality, and elaboration.l8 
The final test, Lines, consists of thirty parallel lines. The stu-
dent is told to draw unusual pictures, to make as many different pictures 
as possib1e, and to add to each picture as many ideas as he is able. 
16E. Paul Torrance, Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking: Direction 
Manual and_ Scoring Guide (Princeton: Personnel Press, 1966), p. 3. 
17E. Paul Torrance, _Torrance Tests of Creative Thi nki.!!9_: Norms-
Technical ~~anual (Princeton: Personnel Press, 196~p. 14-15. -.-.-






11 Theoretically, the ... parallel lines elicit thecreative tendency to 
bring structure and completeness to whatever is incomplete . ul9 
This test requires the four divergent abilities of fluency, flexibility, 
originality, and elaboration. Thus 
This triad of activities represents three different aspects of 
creativity or three different tendencies. The Incomplete Figures 
Activity call into play the tendency toward structuring and 
integrating. The Incomplete figures create tension in the beholder 
who must control his tension long enough to make the mental leap 
necessary to get away from the obvious and commonplace ... The 
repetition of a single stimulus in the .... Parallel Lines Activity 
requires an ability to return to the same stimulus again and again 
and perceive it in a different way. The Picture Construction 
Activity sets in motion the tendency toward finding a purpose for 
something that has no definite purpose and to elaborate it in such 
a way that the purpose is achieved ... ,20 
The complexity of the three figural tasks is varied through 
the instructions. In the first task, the primary motivation is for 
originality or unusualness and the secondary motivation is for 
elaboration, 11 adding. ideas to tell a more complete and exciting 
story. 11 In the second task, flexibility or variety of type of 
response is added to originality and elaboration, and fluency is a 
minor consideration. In the third task, fluency enters to compete 
with originality, elaboration, and flexibility.21 
Torrance reports correlation coefficient from a low of .66 to a high 
of .99 for the figural forms with respect to interscorer reliability of tea-
chers for fluency, flexibility, originality and elaboration.22 He claims the 
reliability coefficient could be raised if the tester would familiarize 
l9Torrance, Norms-Technical Manual, p. 15. 
20rbid., pp. 15-16. 
21Ibid., p. 16. 
22Torrance gave further training to test scorers.who fall below 
.90 correlation v.1ith experienced scorers. All Tests of Creativity given 
in this study were evaluated by Torrance 1s staff. 
himself with the rationale of ·the test and carefully read the scoring 
guide.23 
The following ranges of Test-retest reliability coefficients were 
reported by Torrance for elementary and secondary school students.24 
1. Figural Fluency .50 - .80 
2. Figural Flexibility .63 - .73 
3. Figural Originality .60 - .85 
4. Figural Elaboration . 71 - . 83 
Torrance claims construct validity for his test and cites many 
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studies to verify this. 25 The present study will not add to the valida-
tion of his test but will use the test to describe the population of this 
study. 
Hypotheses: Creativity 
The following hypotheses apply to the special day class s~udents 
and students in learning disability groups when using the Torrance Test 
of Creative Thinking - Figural A. 
A- 1. There will be a significant difference in Fluency between 
students in learning disability groups and students in special day classes 
for educationally handicapped minors as measured by the Torrance Test of 
Creative Thinking - Figural A. 
23 Ibid., p. 18. 
24 I b i d . , p • 1 9 • 
25Jbi d .. , pp. 23-56. 
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A- la. Learning disability students as a group will score in 
Fluency significantly different from the normative population as measured 
by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking - Figural A. 
A- lb. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped wi 11 score in Fluency significantly different from the norma-
tive populatio~ as measured by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking -
Figural A. 
A- 2. There will be a significant difference in Flexibility be-
tween students in learning disability groups and students in special day 
classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by the Torrance 
Test of Creative Thinking - Figural A. 
A - 2a. Learning disability students as a group will score in 
Flexibility significantly different from the normative population measured 
by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking - Figural A. 
A- 2b. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Flexibility significantly different from the 
normative population as measured by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking 
- Figural A. 
A - 3. There will be a significant difference in Originality be-
tween students in learning disability groups and students in special day 
classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by the Torrance 
Test of Creative Thinking - Figural A. 
A- 3a. Learning disability students as a group will score in 
Originality significantly different from the normative population as 
measured by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking - Figural A. 
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A - 3b. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped wi 11 score in Ori gina 1 i ty s i gni fi cantly different from the 
normative population as measured by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking 
- Figural A. 
A- 4. There will be a significant difference in Elaboration be-
tween students in learning disability groups and s·tudents in special 
classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by the Torrance 
Test of Creative Thinking - Figural A. 
A - 4b. Learning di sabi ·1 i ty students as a group wi 11 score in 
Elaboration significantly different from the normative population as 
measured by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking - Figural A. 
A - 4b. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Elaboration significantly different from the 
normative population as measured by the Torrance Test of Creative Think-· 
i ng - Fi.gura 1 A. 
B. Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test 
The Level I diagnostic battery was designed for the normal popula-
tion in grades 2.5 to 4.5. Seven sections are related to the reading pro-
cess: (1) Reading Comprehension (2) Vocabulary (3) Auditory Discrimination 
{4) Syllabication (5) Beginning and Ending Sounds (6) Blending, and (7) 
Sound Discrimination. Individual raw scores may be converted into stanines. 
The Reading Comprehension raw score can also be converted into a grade score. 
For each subsection pertinent information from the Manual for Administra-
ting and Interpreting the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test will be 
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discussed.26 
1. Reading Comprehension: This first test "is a test of paragraph com-
prehension. It is included to provide an evaluation of this particular 
skill, as well as a base line from which to judge the remaining subtests."27 
2. Vocabulary: This is a test of oral vocabulary. The student is given 
a word in a sentence. He is then asked to identify one of three words 
which has the same meaning. Auditory vocabulary is important because 
students in their initial stages of reading "recognize words (in print) 
whose meaning they already know.u28 
3. Auditory Discrimination: This section "assesses the pupils ability to 
perceive and discriminate aurally by detecting similarities and differences 
among the phoneme$ of the English language." This skill is a prerequisite 
to learning to read, and it is imperative that it be evaluated for pupils 
whose general reading level is below grade 3. 11 29 
4. Syllabication: This test examines 11 the pupil's ability. to di'vide words 
into syllables. 11 The test designers felt that even though this test only 
measures the student's ability to indicate the initial syllable of a word, 
it is of value because major syllabication rules can be evaluated in this 
manner.30 
26sjorn Karlsen, Richard Madden, and Eric F. Gardner, Manual for 
Administering and Interpreting the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test: 
Level I (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1966), pp. 17-20, 28-30. 
27Ibi.s!_., p. 18. 
28Ibid. 
29Ibid., pp. 18-19. 
30Ibid. 
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5. Beginning and Ending Sounds: 11Test 5 has two parts, beginning sounds 
and ending sounds, both of which assess the ability to pair some of the 
more common spellings and phonemes of the English language. Included in 
this test are recognition of sounds represented by single letters, two-
or three consonant letters, and di agraphs. uJi 
6. Blending: 11 Test 6 evaluates the third phase of the word analysis pro-
cess /units must be blended into proper words7 . . . After the pupil 
has determined the appropriate separation of a given word and has read 
each unit he needs to blend the units. 11 At this level (grades 2.5 to 
4.5) the word is pronounced for the student and he then marks his booklet 
for what he believes is the appr6priate response. 32 
7. Sound Discrimination: 11 Test 7 assesses the pupil's knowledge of common 
and variant spellings of the sounds of the English language. The test no 
doubt has a considerable auditory component and pupils with limited skills 
in auditory perception of sounds will do poorly on the test. . . . The 
task required of a pupil is to hold in mind an auditory image designated 
in one word and to find this same sound in one of three words. Inasmuch 
as the sound may be spelled in different ways, the test measures sound 
qualities rather than letter similarities. The unique value of the test 
lies in its ability to measure the skill of relating sounds which are 
produced from the printed words. 11 33 




The Stanford Diagnostic. reading subtests have a reliability coeffi-
cient varying from .73 (Syllibication) to .95 (Reading Comprehension). 
The authors claim concurrent validity but also say that this factor depends 
on its use. The construct validity varies from .49 (Word Meaning) to .72 
(Vocabulary) \<Jhen compared to the Stanford Achievement Test. 34 
Hypotheses: Academic - Reading 
The following is a list of hypotheses which are generated through 
the use of this test. 
B- 1. There will be a significant difference in Reading Compre-
hension scores between students in learning disability groups and students 
in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured on 
the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B- la. Learning disability studen~s as a group will score in 
Reading Comprehension significantly different from the normative P.Opula-
tion measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - lb. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Reading Comprehension significantly different 
from the normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic 
Reading Test. 
B- 2. There will be a significant difference in Vocabulary scot·es 
between students in learning disability groups and students in special day 
classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by the Stanford 
34rbid., pp. 28-30. 
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Diagnos~ic Reading Test. 
B- 2a. Learning disability students as a group will score in 
Vocabulary significantly different from the normative population measured 
by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B- 2b. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped wiil score in Vocabulary significantly different from the 
normative popul~tion as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 3. There will be a significant difference in Auditory Discrim-
ination scores between students in learning disability groups and students 
in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by 
the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 3a. Learning disability students-as a group will scar~ in 
Auditory Discrimination significantly different from the normati~e popula-
tion measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 3b. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Auditory Discrimination significantly different 
from the normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic 
Reading Test. 
B - 4. There will be a significant difference in Syllabication 
scores between students in learning disability groups and students in 
special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by 
the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B- 4a. Learning disability students as a group will score in 
Syllabication significantly different from the normative population 
measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
i_ 
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B - 4b. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Syllabication significantly different from the 
normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 5. There will be a significant difference in Beginning and 
Ending Sounds scores between students in learning disability groups and 
students in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as 
measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 5a. Learning disability students as a group will score in 
Beginning and Ending Sounds significantly different from the normative 
population measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B- 5b. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Beginning and Ending Sounds significantly differ-
ent from the normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic 
Reading Test. 
•'': B - 6. There will be a significant difference in Blending scores 
between students in learning disability groups and students in special 
day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by the 
Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B- 6a. ,learning disability students as a group will score in 
Blending significantly different from the normative population measured by 
the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B- 6b. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Blending significantly different from the norma-
tive population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 7. There will be a significant difference in Sound Discrimina-
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tion scores between students in learning disability groups and students in 
special day classesfor educationally handicapped minors as measured by 
the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 7a. Learning disability students as a group will score in 
Sound Discrimination significantly different.from the normative popula-
tion measured ·by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 7b. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Sound Discrimination significantly different 
from the normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic 
Reading Test. 
Stanford DiMnosti c Arithmetic Test 
The Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Tests consist of three main 
parts - Concepts, Computations, and Number Facts. This latter section was 
not included in this study for two reasons, (1) the test designer did not 
determine norms for this section, and (2) the section on computation over-
laps number facts (number fact questions are asked orally whereas the 
computation questions are presented in printed form). The information in 
this paragraph and the following ones is taken from the Manual for Adminis-
tering and Interpreting the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test- Level 1.35 
The concept section has three subtests. They are titled 11The 
Number System and Counting, 11 11 0perations, 11 and 11 Decimal Place Value}1 The 
35Leslie S. Beatty, Richard Madden, and Eric F. Gardner, Manual 
for Admi ni ster.i.!J.g_ and Interpreting the Stanford Di agnostic Arithmet1cTest: 
.Level l (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1966T, pp. 18-32, 34-35. 
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first of these, the number and counting test, ~xamines the student's 
abi 1 i ty to use a number 1 i ne, to count by groups of two, five, or ten, to 
place numbers in a series. In addition other concepts of counting and the 
number system are measured. The test on operations concerns itself with 
the commutative property of multiplication and addition (e.g., 3·4 = 4•3; 
3+4 = 4+3); the associative property of multiplication and addition 
(3/4·~ = f]f·1J5; /3+1/+5 = 3+[4+~) the distributive property 
(3/~+~ = L3·1J + ;3·~); inverse operations (e.g., if 2+3 = 5 then 
5-3= 2; if 3 x 6 = 18 then 18 + 6 = 3);identityelement for addi'tion 
(1 + 0 = l),identityelement for multiplic;-ttion (3'1 = 3); and finally, 
number sentences (2 + 5 = 7). The last section under concepts is used 
to test the student's knowledge in decimal place value. In other words, 
this part of the test checks on the student's ability and understanding 
of the base ten number system. For example, the student is asked what 
does the 11 311 stand for in the number 8314. Furthermore, the student is 
tested on his ability to use the ten symbols (0 to 9) in the base ten 
system. 
The sum from the three tests under concepts total is used to 
determine a total concept score. This score and the individual section 
scores \'Jill be used in this study. The raw scores will be converted into 
stanine scores thus allowing a comparison of the learning disability 
students with students in special day classes for educationally handicapped 
minors and then a comparison of each of them with the general school popu-
lation. 
The Computation section consists of four separate tests - Addition, 
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Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division. The latter two tests will not 
be used because third graders are not expected to be proficient in these 
areas. 
The addition subtest examines the student•s ability to add two, 
three, and four column numbers, to carry, to position and add numbers given 
in a horizontal position (e.g., 12 + 14 + 44 to 12 ). 
14 
44 
The subtraction test evaluates the student•s ability to subtract 
with and without borrowing and the use of zero as a place holder. 
The addition and the subtraction scores are used individually and 
are summed to give a total score for computation. These raw scores will 
be converted to stanine scores so that both the special day students and 
the learning disability students can be compared to the general third and 
fourth grade population, and to each other. 
The reliability of the subtest used from the Stanford Diagnostic 
Arithmetic Test varies from 179 (addition) to .97 (total score of additi-
tion plus subtraction). The construct validity depends on the use of the 
test and will vary accordingly hence, data is not offered by the test 
authors. The test was correlated with the Stanford Achievement Test, 
using the Arithmetic subtest. The correlation coefficient varied from 
.38 (comparing addition to arithmetic computation on the SAT) to .84 
(comparing concepts total to arithmetic concepts on the SAT).36 
36Ibid.~~PP· 34-35. ,. ·~~-
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Hypotheses: Academic Arithmetic 
The following is a list of hypotheses related to the Stanford Diag-
nostic Arithmetic Test: 
C ~ 1. There will be a significant difference in Number System and 
Counting scores between students in learning disability groups and stu-
dents in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as 
measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C - la. Learning disability students as a group will score in 
Number Systems and Counting significantly different from the normative 
population measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C - lb. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Number Systems and Counting significantly dif-
ferent from the normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnos-
tic Arithmetic Test. 
C - 2. There will be a significant difference in· Operation scores 
between students in learning disability groups and students in special day 
classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by the Stanford 
Diagnostic Ar{thm~tic Test. 
C - 2a. Learning disability students as a group will score in 
Operations significantly different from the normative population measured 
by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C - 2b. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Operations significantly different from the 
normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic 
Test. 
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C - 3. There will be a significant difference in Decimal Place· 
Value scores between students in learning disability groups and students 
in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by 
the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C - 3a. Learning disability students as a group will score in 
Operations significantly different fr-om the normative population measured 
by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test.· 
C - 3b. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Operations significantly different from the 
normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic 
Test. 
C - 4. There will be a significant difference in Addition scores 
between learning disability students and students in special day classes 
fQr educationally handicapped minors as measured by the Stanford Diagnos-
tic Arithmetic Test. 
C - 4b. Learning disability students as a group will score in 
Addition significantly different from the normative population measured 
by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C • 4b. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Addition significantly different from the norma-
tive population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C - 5. There will be a significant difference in Subtraction 
scores between students in learning disability groups and students in 
,special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by 
:ith~. Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
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C- Sa. Learning disability students a$ a group will score in Sub-
traction significantly different from the normative population measured by 
the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C- Sb. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Subtraction significantly different from the 
normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic 
Test. 
C - 6. There will be a significant difference in Concepts Total 
scores between students in 1 earning di sabi 1 i ty group students and stude,nts 
in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by 
the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C - 6a. Learning disability students as a group will score in 
Concepts Total significantly different from the normative population 
measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C- 6b. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Concepts Total significantly different from the 
normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic 
Test. 
C- 7. Th,ere will be a significant difference in Computation Total 
scores between students in learning disability groups and students in 
special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by 
the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
C- 7a. Learning disability students as a group will score in 
Computation Total significantly different from the normative population 
measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
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C - 7b. Students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped will score in Computation Total ~ignificantly different from 
the normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic 
Test. 
D. Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Scale 
The IAR Questionnaire provides two subscale scores and a total 
score. The I+ subscale measures the child 1 s tendency to see him-
self as responsible for the positive reinforcements he receives in 
intellectual~academic situations; the I- subscale measures his 
tendency to see himself as responsible for his negative reinforce-
ments or failures in such situations, while the total I score, the 
sum of the subscores, measures the child 1 $ general acceptance of 
responsiblity for the outcome of his achievement efforts. A high 
score on each of these scales represents internal responsiblity, 
.a low score, external responsibility.37 
Succinctly stated, the Intellectual Achievement Responsibility 
Scale .measures the student 1s ability to assume responsib-ility for his 
academic successes and failures. 
This test originally consisted of thirty-four items. A snort form 
was constructed by eliminating non-discriminating items .. Two such short 
forms were designed: one for children in the 3rd, 4th,.and 5th grades and 
one for children in grades 6, 8, 10, and 12. Both of these forms have 
twenty items (ten I+ and ten I- questions). Since this study deals with 
children in the 3rd and 4th grades the short form for the younger children 
was chosen. 
The short form for younger children correlates well with the long 
37oaniel Solomon, Kevin A. Houlihan, and Robert J. Parelius, 11 Intel-
lectual Achievement Responsibility in Negro and White Children. 11 Psychologi-
cal Reports, 24 (1969), p. 480. 
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form --- .90 and .91 for I+ and I- items respectively. The authors of 
this test claim that the short form increases the construct validity by 
eliminating questions which lead to social desirability response tendencies 
(taking credit for su~cesses and blaming others for failures.) 38 
The long form was standardized on 923 elementary and high school 
students. Of this total population 304 students were from the 3rd, 4th, 
or 5th grades. The research on this population indicated a moderate 
correlation with IQ and socio-economic level. For the younger group the 
tCJtal I and I- scores 11Were predicted by their IQ scores. 11 An analysis of 
variance indicated that socio-economic status and the interaction of SES 
and IQ were significantly correlated with I+ scores of younger children. 
11 Thus, the effects of social class and intelligence, while weak, seem to 
indicate that intelligence is more often the stronger of the two predictors 
to internality. In both cases where interaction occurred, t tests revealed 
that the effect of the two factors are additive, rather than forming a 
complex interaction. u39 
Hypotheses: Locus of Contra 1_ 
The use of the IAR Questionnaire allows three hypotheses to be 
tested. One for each scale score--- I+, I-, and I total. These hypo-
theses are: 
D - 1. There will be a significant difference in the ability to 
3Bv;rginia Crandall, et al., National Institute of Mental Health 
Health Progress Report, Dec., 1968, pp. ·60-65 and Table2.----
39v;rginla C. Crandall, Walter Katkovsky, and Vaughn J. Crandall, 
.. Children Beliefs in Their Own Control of Reinforcements in Intellectual-
Academic Achtevement Situations,~~ Child Devel _ g_Q_ment, 36 (~larch, 1965), 
pp. 97, l03~l05. 
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take credit for academic successes between students in learning disability 
groups and students in special day classes for educationally handicapped 
minors as measured by the I+ Scale of the IAR Questionnaire. 
D- la. There will be a significant difference in the ability to 
take credit for one•s academic successes between learning disability stu-
dents and the normative population as _measured by the I+ Scale of the IAR 
Questionnaire. 
D- lb. There will be a significant difference in the ability to 
take credit for one•s academic successes between students in special day 
classes for the educationally handicapped minors and the normative popula-
tion as measured by the I+ Scale of the IAR Questionnaire. 
D - 2. There will be a significant difference in the ability to 
accept res pons i b l ity for academic failures between students in 1 earning 
disability groups and students in special day classes for educationally 
handicapped minors as measured by the I- Scale of the IAR Questionnaire. 
D - 2a. There will be a significant difference in the ability to 
accept responsibility for one•s academic failures between learning disa-
bility students and the normative population as measured by the I- Scale 
of the IAR Questionnaire. 
D- 2b. There will be a significant difference in the ability to 
accept responsibility for one•s academic failures between students in 
special day classes for the educationally handicapped minors and the 
normative population as measured by the I- Scale of the IAR Questionnaire. 
D - 3. There will be a significant difference in the general abili-
ty to accept responsiblity for both academic successes and failures between 
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students in learning disability groups and students in special day classes 
for the educationally handicapped as measured by the I Total Scale of the 
!AR Questionnaire. 
D - 3a. There will be a significant difference in the general 
ability to accept responsibility for both academic successes and failures 
between students in learning disability groups and the normative popula-
tion as measured by the I Total Scale of the IAR Questionnaire. 
D - 3b. There will be a significant difference in the general 
ability to accept responsibility for both academic successes and failures 
between students in special day classes for the educationally handicapped 
minors and the normative population as measured by the 1 Total Scale of 
the IAR Questionnaire. 
Summary 
This chapter has presented the research design and the hypotheses 
that will be tested. The levels of confidence for accepting the hypo-
theses were established. Furthermore, a description of each evaluating 
instrument and their subsections was given. 
Chapter IV will present the findings of this study. 
. CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In Chapter III a description of the evaluating instruments was 
given and a set of hypotheses for each subsection was formulated. The 
foregoing hypotheses will be stated in the null form within the contents 
of this chapter. The numbering of each hypotheses will follow the same 
system as used in the preceding chapter. 
Tables will be provided listing the data under the appropriate sec-
tions. Each section will deal with one of the specific factors, and with-
in each of these sections a short evaluation of the data will be made. At 
the conclusion of this chapter a summary of significant variables will be 
presented. 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
A. Torrance Test of Creativity 
A- l. tlYEQthesis: Fluency. There will be no significant differ-
ence in fluency between students in learning disability groups and 
students in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as 
measured by the Torrance Test for Creative Thinking - Figural A. 
A - la. There will be no significant difference in the Fluency 
scores between the learning disability students and the normative popula-
tion as measured by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking - Figural A. 
A - 1 b •. There wi 11 be no s i gnif·i cant difference in the Fluency 
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scores between the students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped and the nonnative population as measured by the Torrance Test 
for Creative Thinking - Figural A. 
Table VII indicates that the null hypothesis was accepted. In this 
study there is no significant difference between learning disability 
students and students in special day classes with respect to fluency as 
it applies to creativity. 
TABLE VII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR FLUENCY SCORES ON THE TORRANCE TESTS 
OF CREATIVE THINKING - FIGURAL A BETWEEN STUDENTS IN 





IQ x EC* 62.50 
Error 7659.00 

















*E.C. refers to educational classification of the student. This includes 
both learning disability students and students in special day classes 
for educationally handicapped minors. 
The data also indicates that intelligence and the interaction of 
intelligence and educational classification was not statistically signi-
ficant (IQ x EC interaction). 
Table VIII indicates that the learning disability group (LOG) 
differs from the norms at the .01 level or better. This s.uggests that the 
LOG is more fluent than the normative population. The data on the special 
day class students (SOC) fails to indicate a significant difference from 
the normative population at the .01 level. This would indicate that learn-. 
ing disability students (LOG), but not special day students, are more able 




T-TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR FLUENCY SCORES ON THE TORRANCE TEST OF 
CREATIVE THINKING - FIGURAL A BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP AND 
STUDENTS IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUP STUDENTS AND SPECIAL DAY 
Source 
CLASS STUDENTS 












A) Scores in paranthesis are not considered by the researcher as 
statistically significant for normative data. 
Flexibi 1 i ty_ 
The hypotheses for flexibility are: 
A- 2. There will be no significant difference in Flexibility 
between students in learning disability groups and students in special day 
classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by the Thinking 
Creatively with Pictures Test. 
A - 2a. There will be no significant difference in the Flexibility 
scores between the learn.~ng disability students and the normative popula-
tion as measured by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking. 
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A - 2b. There wi 11 be- no significant difference in the Fl exi bil i ty 
scores between the students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped and the normative population as measured by the Torrance Test 
of Creative Thinking. 
Table IX indicates that the two educational grOups do differ at a 
.OS level of significance. Intelligence and its interaction with educa-
tional classification is not significant. 
TABLE IX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR FLEXIBILITY SCORES ON THE TORRANCE TEST 
OF CREATIVE THINKING - FIGURAL A BETWEEN STUDENTS IN 
LEARNING DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN 
SPECIAL DAY C[ASSES . 
Source ss OF MS F p 
Total 4236.40 39 108.63 
iQ 4.90 1 4.90 .048 N.S. 
E. c. 435.60 1 435.60 4.225 .OS 
IQ x EC 84.10 1 84.10 .816 N.S. 
Error 37il .80 36 103.11 
TABLE X 
T··TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR FLEXIBILITY SCORES ON THE TORRANCE TEST OF 
CREATIVE THINKING - FIGURAL A BETWEEN THE NOR~1ATIVE GROUP AND STUDENTS 
IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING DISABILITY GROUP 
















The null hypotheses stating there would be no difference in the 
flexibility scores between either group and the normative population was 
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accepted. Both group~. failed at the .01 level of confidence. See Table X. 
Originality 
The three following hypotheses were tested: 
A- 3. There will be no significant difference in Originality be-
tween students in learning disability groups and students in special day 
classes for 'educationally handicapped minors as measured by the Torrance 
Test of Creative Thinking. 
A- 3a. There will be no significant difference in the Originality 
' scores between the learning disability students and the normative popula-
tion as measured by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking. 
A- 3b. There will be no significant difference in the Originality 
scores between the students in special day classes for the educa~ionally 
handicapped and the normative population as measured by the Torrance Test 
of Creative Thinking. 
The data in Table XI indicates that the null hypothesis that there 
are no differences in flexibility between learning disability students 
and students in special day classes must be accepted. The interaction 
between intelligence and educational classification is not significant. 
When the two educational groups were compared to the normative 
population a significant differenc~ was found for both groups. That is, 
both groups seem to be more original in their responses, ~ee Table XII. 
TABLE XI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ORIGINALITY SCORES ON THE TORRANCE TESTS 
OF CREATIVE THINKING - FIGURAL A BETWEEN STUDENTS IN 
LEARNING DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN 
SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 
Source ss OF MS F p 
Total 17,090.98 39 459.23 
IQ 308.03 1 308.03 .652 N.S. 
E. C. 140.63. 1 140.63 . 298 N.S • 
IQ x EC 455.62 1 455.62 . 965 N.S . 
Error 17,005.70 36 972.38 
TABLE XII 
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T-TEST USING. "T" SCORES FOR ORIGINALITY SCORES ON THE TORRANCE TEST OF 
CREATIVE THINKING - FIGURAL A BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP AND STUDENTS 
IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING DISABILITY GROUP 

















The hypotheses for Elaboration are: 
A - 4. There will be no significant difference in Elaboration 
between students in learning disability groups and students in special 
classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by the Torrance 
Test of Creative Thinking. 
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A - 4b. There will be no significant difference in the Elaboration 
scores between the learning disability students and the normative popula-
tion as measured by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking. 
A - 4b. There will be no significant difference in the Elaboration 
scores betv1een the students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped and the normative population as measured by the Torrance Test 
of Creative Thinking. 
Table XIII indicates that a distinction cannot be made wi.th respect 
to elaboration between the learning disability students and students in 
speci a 1 day classes. Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted. There 
is no indication that interaction between intelligence and type of educa-
tional classification had any significance. 
Table XIV indicates that both the learning disability students and 
the students in special day classes scored significantly below the norma-
tive population thus indicating that they are limited in the ability to 
-elaborate. 
B. Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test 
R~ading Comprehension. The hypotheses for Reading Comprehension 
are: 
TABLE XII I 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ELABORATION SCORES ON THE TORRANCE TEST 
OF CREATIVE THINKING - FIGURAL A BETWEEN STUDENTS IN 
LEARNING DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN 
SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 
Source ss OF MS F p 
Total 5020.78 39 128.74 
IQ 511.23 511.23 4.083 .20 
E.G. 2.03 1 2.03 .016 N.S. 
IQ x EC 0.23 1 0.23 . 002 N.S . 
Error 4507.30 36 125.20 
TABLE XIV 
T-TEST USING 11 T" SCORES FOR ELABORATION SCORES ON THE TORRANCE TEST 
OF CREATIVE THINKING - FIGURAL A BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP AND 
STUDENTS IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING DISABILITY 


















B- 1. There will be no significant difference in Reading Compre-
hension scores between students in learning disability groups and students 
in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured on 
the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - la. There will be no significant difference in the Reading 
Comprehension·scores between the learning disability students and the 
normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - lb. There will be no significant difference in the Reading 
Comprehension scores between the students in special day classes for the 
educationally handicapped and the normative population as measured by the 
Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
The data in Table XV suggests that there is no significant differ-
ence between the two educational groups and the null hypothesis is 
accepted. Intelligence taken by itself is a significant factor but its 
interaction with the educational classification is not. 
Both the learning disability group and the students in special day 
classes scored significantly below the norming group. (See Table XVI). 
This would tend to indicate that both of these groups have serious prob-
lems in reading comprehension. 
Vocabulary 
The null hypotheses for vocabulary are: 
B- 2. There will be no significant difference in Vocabulary 
s:cores between students in learning disability groups and students in 
special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by 
~the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
TABLE XV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR READING COMPREHENSION SCORES ON THE STANFORD 
DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST BETWEEN STUDENTS IN LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN 
SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 
Source ss OF MS F p· 
Total 38.00 39 0.97 
IQ 4.90 1 4.90 5.478 .05 
E.C. .90 1 .90 1.006 N.S. 
IQ x EC .00 1 .00 .000 N.S. 
Error 32.20 36 .89 
TABLE XVI 
T-TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR READING COMPREHENSION SCORES ON THE 
STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP 
AND STUDENTS IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUP STUDENTS AND SPECIAL DAY CLASS STUDENTS 













B - 2a. There wi 11 be no significant difference in the Vocabulary 
scores between the learning disability students and the normative popula-
tion as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 2b. There will be no significant difference in the Vocabulary 
scores between the students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped and the normative population as measured by the Stanford 
Diagnostic Reading Test. 
The analysis of variance shows that there is no significant differ-
ence between the learning disability students and students plqced in 
special day classes. (Table XVII.) The null hypothesis is therefore ac-
cepted. Both intelligence and the interaction of intelligence and the 
educational classification are not significant. 
The students in learning disability groups as well as the students 
placed in special day classes differed significantly from the normative 
population as seen in Table XVIII. Since the scores were below the norm, 
1 
it would indicate that the students in both of these educational groups 
are significantly behind in vocabulary development. 
Auditory Discrimination 
The following hypotheses were tested: 
B - 3. . There will be no significant difference in Auditory 
Discrimination scores between students in learning disability groups and 
students in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as 
measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 3a. There wi 11 be no s i gni fi cant difference in the Auditory 
Di scrimi nation scores between the 1 earning disability students and the 
TABLE: XVI II 
T-TEST USING "T" SCORES FOR VOCABULARY SCORES ON THE STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC 
,..::·;,READING TEST BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP AND STUDENTS IN EACH 


















normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 3b. There will be no significant difference in the Auditory 
Discrimination scores between the students in special day classes for the 
educationally handicapped and the normative population as measured by the 
Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
Examination of the analysis of variance, Table XIX, denotes that 
there is no statistical significance between students in learning disa-
bility groups and students in special day classes in auditory discrimina-
tion. Thus the null hypotheses is accepted. The only significant factor 
is intelligence as related to auditory discrimination. Interaction of 
intelligence and the educational groupings did not reach a significant 
1 evel. 
Both groups scored at the .01 level of confidence when compared to 
normative population on auditory discrimination scores as illustrated by 
the data in Table XX. These low scores are indicative of the student's 
inability to (1) discriminate between auditory sounds and (2) to relate 
them to their corresponding written symbols. 
Syllabication 
The hypotheses dealing with syllabication are: 
B - 4. There will be no significant difference in Syllabication 
scores between students in learning disability groups and students in 
special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by 
the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 4a. There will be no significant difference in the Syllabica-
tion scores between the learning disability students and the normative 
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TABLE XIX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION SCORES ON THE STANFORD 
DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST BETWEEN STUDENTS IN LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN SPECIAL 
DAY CLASSES 




IQ x EC 
Error 
184.78 39 4.74 
34.23 1 34.23 8.253 • 01 
1.23 1 1.23 .295 N.S. 
.03 1 .03 .006 N .s,~ 
149.30 36 4.15 
TABLE XX 
T-TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION SCORES ON 
THE STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE 
GROUP AND STUDENTS IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: 
LEARNING DISABILITY GROUP STUDENTS AND SPECIAL 
DAY CLASS STUDENTS 













population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 4b. There will be no significant difference in the Syllabica-
tion scores between the students in special day classes for the education-
ally handicapped and the normative population as measured by the Stanford 
Diagnostic Reading Test. 
Table XXI indicates that not only was there no significance betvmen 
the two educational groupings but that intelligence and its interaction 
with the educational classification were also not significant: hence, the 
null hypothesis was accepted. 
Both groups scored below the mean stanine score which indicate a 
significant difference (Table XXII). Thus, these students do not have the 
skills for dividing words into syllables. 
Beginning and Ending Sounds 
The hypotheses for this section are: 
B - 5. There will be no significant difference in Beginning and 
Ending Sounds scores between students in learning disability groups and 
students in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as 
measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B 5a. There will be no significant difference in the Beginning 
and Ending Sounds scores between the learning disability students and the 
normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 5b. There will be no significant difference in the Beginning 
and Ending scores between the students in special day classes for the 
educationally handicapped and the normative population as measured by the 
Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
TABLE XXI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SYLLABICATION SCORES ON THE STANFORD 
DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST BETWEEN STUDENTS IN LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN SPECIAL 
DAY CLASSES 
Source ss DF MS F p 
Total 56.78 39 1.46 
IQ 1.23 1 1.23 .797 N.S. 
E. C. .03 1 .03 .016 N.S. 
IQ x EC • 23 1 .23 . 146 N.S. 
Error 55.30 36 1.54 
--·· .... ~ 
TABLE XXII 
T-TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR SYLLABICATION SCORES ON THE ST!~NFORD 
DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP AND STUDENTS 
IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING DISABILITY GROUP 
STUDENTS AND SPECIAL DAY CLASS STUDENTS 














Analysis of variance of the beginning and ending sound scores de-
notes that there is no sign'ificant difference between learning disability 
students and students in special day classes. However, intelligence is 
significant at the .20 level which would indicate further research is 
needed to obtain a higher confidence level. The interaction of intelli-
gence with the educational categories showed no significant difference, 
(Table XXIII). 
Both groups score sufficiently below the normative student scores 
yielding a .01 level of significance (Table XXIV). These low scores 
demonstrate that learning disability group students and students in 
special day classes are behind in their skills enabling them to recognize 
beginning and ending sounds. 
Blending 
The hypotheses relating to blending are: 
B - 6. There will be no significant difference in Blending scores 
between students ·in learning disability groups and students in special day 
classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by the Stanford 
Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 6a. There will be no significant difference in the Blending 
scores between the 1 earning disability students and the normative popul a-
tion as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 6b. There will be no significant rlifference in the Blending 
scores between the students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped and the normative population as measured by the Stanford 
· .Diagnostic Reading Test. 
TABLE XXI II 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR BEGINNING AND ENDING SOUNDS SCORES 
ON THE STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST BETWEEN STU:.. 
DENTS IN LEARNING DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS 
IN SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 
--------·-·'"' 
Source ss OF MS F p 
Total 85.60 39 2.19 
IQ 6.40 1 6.40 2.969 .20 
E.C. 1.60 1 1.60 .742 N.S. 
IQ x EC .00 1 .00 .000 N.S. 
Error 77.60 36 2.16 
TABLE XXIV 
T-TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR BEGINNING AND ENDING SOUNDS SCORES 
ON THE STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE 





















Table XXV presents data which signifies there is no significant 
difference between learning disabil'ity group students and students placed 
in special day classes in their ability blending sounds to form words. 
Intelligence significantly related to blending at the .05 level. The 
interaction _of intelligence and the educational classification is not 
significant. 
Both educational groups scores sufficiently below the normative 
group to indicate a serious blending problem. Table XXVI shows this to be 
significant at the .01 level. This data suggest that these students are 
limited in their ability to blend the component part of words into whole 
words. 
Sound Discrimination 
The following are the hypotheses for sound discrimination: 
B- 7. There will be no significant difference in Sound.Discrim-
ination scores between students in learning disability gl~oups and students 
in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured 
by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 7a. There will be no significant difference in the Sound 
Di scrimi nation scores between the 1 earning disability students and the 
normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
B - 7b .. There will be no significant difference in the Sound 
Discrimination scores between the students in specia"l day classes for the 
educationally handicapped and the normative population as measured by the 
Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
The data ~n sound discrimination (Table XXVII) purports a 
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TABLE XXV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR BLENDING SCORES ON THE 
STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST BETWEEN STU-
DENTS IN LEARNING DISABILITY GROUPS AND 
STUDENTS IN SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 
Source ss DF MS F p 
Total 69.38 39 1. 78 
IQ 7.23 1 7.23 4.357 .05 
E. c. 1.23 1 1.23 .739 N.S. 
IQ x EC 1. 23 1 1.23 . 739 N.S . 
Error 59.70 36 1.66 
TABLE XXVI 
T-TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR BLENDING SCORES ON THE STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC 
READING TEST BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP AND STUDENTS IN EACH 


















significant difference between learning disability groJ)ps and students in 
special day classes at the .20 level of confidence. Thus, further re-
search ·is recommended to clarify this issue. Intelligence and the intet~­
action of intelligence with educational classification was not signifi-
cant. 
Both the learning disability group students and the students in 
special day classes scored below the norm and was significant at the .01 
level of confidence. (See Table XXVIII.) The low scores obtained by 
these students suggest a deficient in the knowledge of the variants in 
the spelling of words. 
C. S~nford_Q1~gnos~ic Arithmetic Test 
The Number System and Counting. The number system and counting 
test generated the following hypotheses: 
C- 1. There will be no significant difference in Number System 
and Counting scores between students in learning disability groups and 
students in speci a 1 day classes for .:educationally handicapped minors as 
measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C la. Thete will be no. significant difference in the Number 
System and Counting scores between the learning disability students and 
the normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arith-
metic Test. 
C - 2a. There will be no significant difference in the Number 
System and Counting scores between the students in special day classes for 
the educationally handicapped and the normative population as measured by 
TABLE XXVII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SOUND DISCRIMINATION SCORES ON THE STANFORD 
DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST BETWEEN STUDENTS IN LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN SPECIAL 
DAY CLASSES 
Source ss OF MS F p 
Total 73.50 39 1.88 
IQ .90 1 .90 .481 N.S. 
E. c. 3.60 1 3.60 1. 923 .20 
IQ x EC 1.60 1 1.60 .855 N.S. 
Error 67.40 36 1.87 
TABLE XXVI II 
T-TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR SOUND DISCRIMINATION SCORES ON THE 
STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP 
AND STUDENTS IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUP STUDENTS AND SPECIAL DAY CLASS STUDENTS 















the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
The data in Table XXIX shows that both the educational classifica-
tion and intelligence are significant factors at the .05 level of confi-
dence. The interaction of these two factors is not significant. 
Both the learning disability group students and the special day 
class students score below the norm. Their scores (Table XXX), indicate 
a .01 significant level of difference from the normative population. 
These special education students are not familiar with the number system 
and its concepts as are average students in their grade. 
Operations 
The following are the hypotheses for this section. 
C - 2. There will be no significant difference in Operation 
scores between students in learning disability groups and students in 
special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by 
the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C - 2a. There will be no sifnificant difference in the Operation 
scores between the learning disability students and the normative popula-
tion as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C .: 2b. There wi 11 be no s i gni fi cant differe.nce in the Operation 
scores between the students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped and the normative population as measured by the Stanford 
Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
The null hypothesis was rejected at the .20 level of confidence 
indicating that further research is needed in this area. Since the null 
TABLE XXIX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR NUMBER SYSTEM AND COUNTING SCORES ON THE 
STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN STUDENTS IN 





IQ X EC 1.23 
Error 79.70 



















T-TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR NUMBER SYSTEMS AND COUNTING SCORES ON THE 
STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP AND 
STUDENTS IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING DISABILITY 

















hypothesis was rejected (Table XXXI) it appears that the students in 
learning disability groups and students in special day classes do differ 
in their abi.lity to perform arithmetical operations. Intelligence was 
significant at the .05 level of confidence. The interaction of the two 
variables of intelligence and educational classification was not signifi-
cant. 
Both educational groups scored sufficiently below the norm to be 
significant at the .01 level. This would indicate that these groups have 
a serious learning deficit in the performance of arithmetical operations 
(Table XXXII). 
Decimal Place Value 
Decimal place value hypotheses are: 
C - 3. There will be no significant difference in Decimal Place 
Value scores between students in learning disability groups and students 
in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured 
by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C - 3a. There will be no significant difference in the Decimal 
Place Value scores between the learning disability students and the 
normative population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic 
Test. 
C - 3b. There will be no significant difference in the Decimal 
Place Value scores between the students in special day classes for the 
educationally handicapped and the normative population as measured by the 
Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
TABLE XXXI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR OPERATIONS SCORES ON THE STANFORD 
DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN STUDENTS IN 
LEARNING DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN 
SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 
---~---




IQ x EC 
Error 
56.78 39 1.46 
5.63 1 5.63 4.263 .05 
3.03 3.03 2.293 .20 
.63 1 .63 .477 N.S. 
47.50 36 1.32 
TABLE XXXII 
T-TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR OPERATIONS SCORES ON THE STANFORD 
DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP AND 
STUDENTS IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUP STUDENTS AND SPECIAL DAY CLASS 
.STUDENTS 















The data in the analysis of variance, Table XXXlii, signifies that 
there is a significant difference at the .01 level of confidence between 
learning disability students and students in special day classes when 
measuring the ability to understand decimal. value place concepts. The 
null hypothesis was rejected. Intelligence is significant but at the .05 
level. Interaction of these two variables was not significant. 
Both groups fall below the norms sufficiently to inqicate that they 
are different from regular students at the .01 level of confidence. These 
stanine scores shovm in Table XXXIV suggest that both learning disability 
group students and special day class students are below their educational 
counterparts in the ability to use the decimal place value concept. 
Addition 
The following hypotheses apply to addition: 
C- 4. There will be no signifi~ant difference in Addition scores 
between learning disability students and students in special day classes 
for educationally handicapped minors as .measured by the Stanford Diagnos-
tic Arithmetic Test. 
C - 4a. There wi 11 be no si gni.ficant .. difference in the Addition 
scores between the learning disability students and the normative popula-
tion as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C- 4b. There will be .no significant :difference in the Addition 
scores between the students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped and the normative population as measured by the Stanford 
Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
TABLE XXXIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR DECIMAL PLACE VALUE SCORES ON THE STANFORD 
DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN STUDENTS IN LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 
Source ss OF MS F p 
Total 94.98 39 2.44 
IQ 9.03 1 9.03 4.622 .05 
E. C. 15.63 1 15.63 8.001 • 01 
IQ x EC .03 1 .03 .013 N.S. 
Error 70.30 36 1.95 
TABLE XXXIV 
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T-TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR DECIMAL PLACE VALUE SCORES ON THE STANFORD 
DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP AND STUDENTS 
IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING DISABILITY GROUP 

















The null hypothesis was rejected at the .01 level of confidence. 
Hence, the two educational categories do represent different population 
with respect to the ability to add. The factor of intelligence as well as 
the interaction of intelligence with the educational categories were not 
significant (Table XXXV). 
The students in both the learning disability group and the special 
day classes differed at the .01 level from the normal population of ele-
mentary school students, Table XXXVI. Therefore, it seems that both these 
groups have deficits in their ability to do arithmetic addition. 
Subtraction 
The subtraction hypotheses are: 
C - 5. There will be a significant difference in Subtraction 
scm~es between·studerits in learning disability groups and students in 
special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured by 
the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test~ 
C - 5a. There will be no significant difference in the Subtraction 
scores between the learning disability students and the normative popula-
tion as measured by the Stanford D·iagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C - 5b. There will be no significant difference in the Subtraction 
scores between the students in special day classes for the educationally 
handicapped and the normative population as measured by the Stanford 
Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
The null hypothesis was rejected but at the .20 level of confidence. 
Hence, there seems to be a difference in ·the abi 1 i ty to subtract between 
TABLE XXXV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ADDITION SCORES ON THE STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC 
ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN STUDENTS IN LEARNING DISABILITY 
GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 
Source ss OF MS F p 
Total 80.40 39 2.06 
IQ .90 1 .90 .585 N.S. 
E. C. 22.50 1 22.50 14.621 .01 
IQ x EC 1.60 1 1.60 1. 040 N.S. 
Error 55.40 36 ., .54 
--- .... -...... 
TABLE XXXVI 
T-TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR ADDITION SCORES ON THE STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC 
ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP AND STUDENTS IN EACH 



















students in learning disability groups and students in special day classes, 
(Table XXXVII). Since the level of confidence is at the .20, further re-
search is indicated. Neither intelligence nor the interaction of intelli-
gence and educational classification is s~~nificant. Table XXXVIII shows 
that both educational grouping scored below the stanine level and therefore 
were significant at the .01 level. Thus these students were not as 
capable in subtraction as the average student. 
Concepts Total for Number and Numerals 
The following are hypotheses for Concept total: 
C - 6. There will be no significant difference in Concepts total 
scores between students in learning disability group students and students 
in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as measured 
by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C - 6a. There will be no significant difference in the Concepts 
total scores between the learning disability students and the normative 
population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C - 6b. There will be no significant difference in the Concepts 
total scores between the students in special day classes for the educa-
tionally handicapped and the normative population as measured by the 
Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
The analysis of variance shown in Table XXXIX indicates that the 
educational groupings were significantly different in their concept tpt~l 
scores at the .01 level of confidence. Therefore the nun hypothesis v1as 
rejected. Intelligence was a significant factor at the .05 level of confi-
dence. The interaction of the above two variables was not s·ignificant. 
Source 
TABLE XXXV'I I 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FO~ SUBTRACTION SCORES ON THE STANFORD 
DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN STUDENTS IN LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 
ss OF ~1S F p 
97 
----~ 
_____________ ..... ~ .. ___ _.. __________________ 
Total 95.98 39 2.46 
IQ 4.23 1 4.23 1. 726 .20 
E. C. 3.03 3 .03. l. 236 N.S . 
IQ x EC . 63 .63 .255 N.S. 
Error 88. "10 36 2.45 ______________ .___. ___ ...... ___________ , _ ___,_..:..-.--- -------------·---
TABLE XXXV II I 
T:..TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR SUBTRACTION SCORES ON THE STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC 
ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP AND STUDENTS IN EACH 
EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING DISABILITY GROUP STUDENTS 
AND SPECIAL DAY CLASS STUDENTS 












. ----~---~ .. ---
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Both learning disability students and students in special day 
classes scored below stanine four which indicates that they were signi-
ficant]~ different from the normal population at the .01 level. This 
indicates that these students were below their peer group in their ability 
to understand the concepts of the base ten number system,Table XL. 
tomputation Total 
The foilowing hypotheses apply to Computation total. 
C - 7. There will be no significant difference in Computation 
tota 1 scores beh~Jeen students in 1 earning disability groups and s tude11ts 
in special day classes for educationally handicapped minors as mea~:;ured 
by the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. 
C - 7a. There will be no significant difference in the Computation 
total scores between the learning disability students and the normative 
population as measured by the Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
C - 7b. There will be no significant difference in the Computa-
tion total scores between the students in special day classes for the 
educationally handicapped and the normative population as measured by the 
Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
Educational classification seems to be a pertinent factor in the 
area of computation total. Table XLI indicates that the null hypothesis 
was rejected at the .05 level of confidence. Neither intelligence nor the 
·interaction of intelligence with the two educational categories was 
significant. 
Examination of Table XLII suggests that both educational groups were 
below the norms at the .01 level of confidence. Because of their low 
TABLE XXXIX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR CONCEPTS TOTI\L SCORES ON THE STANFORD 
DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN STUDENTS IN LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 






IQ x EC .40 
Error 46.40 
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TABLE XL 
T-TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR CONCEPTS TOTAL SCORES ON THE STANFORD 
DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP AND 
STUDENTS IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING · 
DISABILITY GROUP STUDENTS ANb SPECIAL DAY CLASS. 
STUDENTS 
~ - - ,-- - -:,_:·- y· ;;d:: 
















ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR COMPUTATION TOTAL SCORES ON THE 
STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN STUDENTS IN 
LEARNING DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN SPECIAL 
. DAY CLASSES 
ss DF MS F p 
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·-----
Total 90.00 39 2.31 
IQ 1.60 1.60 . 796 N.S . 
E. C. 14.40 1 14.40 7.160 .05 
IQ x EC 1.60 1.60 .796 N.S. 
Error 72.40 36 2.01 
~-
TABLE XLI I 
T-TEST USING 11 T" SCORES FOR COMPUTATION TOTAL SCORES ON THE STANFORD 
DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP AND STUDENTS 
IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING DISABILITY GROUP 
STUDENTS AND SPECIAL DAY CLASS STUDENTS 













score in computation total, both educational groups show a deficiency in 
the ability to compute addition and subtraction. 
Locus of Control 
1. I+: Ability ~o take credit for one • s academic successes: 
The following hypotheses apply to this section. 
D - 1. There wi 11 be no s ·j gnifi cant difference in the ability to 
take credit for one's academic successes between students in learning 
disability groups and students in special day classes for educationally 
handicapped minors as measured by the I+ scores of the IAR Questionnaire. 
D- la. There will be no significant difference in the ability to 
take credit for one's academic successes between learning disability stu-
dents and the normative population as measured by the I+ scale of the IAR 
Questionnaire. 
D - lb. There will be no significant difference in the a~ility to 
take credit for one's academic successes between students in special day 
classes for the educationally handicapped and the normative population as 
measured by the I+ scale of the IAR Questionnaire. 
The data in Table XLIII inditates that there was no significant 
differ·ence between learning disability students and students in special 
day classes for educationally handicapped minors in their ability to take 
credit for academic successes. Intelligence was a significant factor at 
the .05 level. The interaction effect was not significant. 
Table XLIV shows that the t-test scores derived from the comparison 
of the learning disability group students to the norm for boys on this IAR 
TABLE XLIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR I+ SCORES ON THE INTELLECTUAL ACHIEVEMENT 
RESPONSIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE BETWEEN STUDENTS IN LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 
Source ss OF MS F p 
Total 159.90 39 4.10 
IQ 25.60 1 25.60 6.867 .05 
E.G. .00 1 . 00 .000 N.S . 
IQ x EC . 10 1 . 1 0 .027 N.S . 
Error 134.20 36 3.73 
TABLE XLIV 
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t-TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR I+ SCORES ON THE INTELLECTUAL ACHIEVEMENT 
RESPONSIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP (YOUNG BOYS) 
AND STUDENTS IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING DISABILITY 
GROUP STUDENTS AND SPECIAL DAY CLASS STUDENTS 
















t-TEST USING up SCORES FOR I+ SCORES ON THE INTELLECTUAL ACHIEVEMENT 
RESPONSIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE BETWEEN THL NORMATIVE GROUP (YOUNG BOYS 
AND GIRLS) AND STUDENTS IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUP STUDENTS AND SPECIAL DAY CLASS STUDENTS 
















Scale indicated a significant-difference at the .01 level. The same was 
true for the students in special day classes. When the norms for boys and 
girls was used, the t-test indicated that lear·ning disability students as 
well as students in special day classes for ~ducationally handicapped 
minors diff~red significantly at the .01 level of significance. The 
scores of the learning disability students and the students in special day 
classes were below the norm for regular students, indicating that these 
students were less able to take credit for their academic successes than 
regular students (See Tables XLIV and XLV). 
2. J-: Ability to take the responsibility for one•s academic 
failures: 
The following three hypotheses pertain to this section: 
D - 2. There wi 11 be no s i gni fi cant difference in the ability to 
accept responsibility for one•s academic failures between studen~s in 
learning disability groups and students in special day classes for educa-
tionally handicapped minors as measured by the I- scale of the IAR 
Questionnaire. 
D - 2a. There will be no significant difference in the ability to 
accept responsibility for one•s academic failures between learning disa-
bility students and the ·normative population as measured by the I- scale 
of the IAR Questionnaire. 
D- 2b. There will be no significant di.fference in the ability to 
accept responsibility for one•s academic failures between students in 
special day classes for educationally handicapped minors and the normative 
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population as measured by the I- scale of the IAR Questionnaire. 
The analysis of variance of the I- scale shown by Table XLVI indi-
cated that learning disability students and students in special day 
classes do not differ. Neither intelligence nor the interaction of in-
telligence with the educational classifications were of statistical 
significance. 
The t-test using the learning disability group and the norms for 
young boys showed a significance of .05. The special day class students 
and the norms for young males, indicates at-score significant at the .20 
level. Hence, further investigation is warranted. When the learning 
di sabi 1 ity students were compared to the norm for both young boys a·nd 
girls a signif·ica.nt level was obtained (.Ol). Using the special day 
class students and the norm which included both boys and girls a .20 level 
of significance was purported thus indicating a need for further research. 
Scores for both the learning disability group and special day class stu-
dents fell below the norm at significant levels thus indicating that 
these students do not take the responsibility for academic failure as much 
as do regular students. (See Tables XLVII and XLVIII.) 
3. I Total: The abil~to take responsibility for both aca~mic 
~uccesses and academic failures: 
The following three hypotheses apply to the I total scale: 
D - 3. There will be no significant difference in the general 
ability to accept res pons i bi 1 ity for both academic successes and failures 
between students in learning disability groups and stude·nts in special day 
TABLE XLVI· 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR I- SCORES ON THE INTELLECTUAL ACHIEVEMENT 
RESPONSIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE ARITHMETIC TEST BETWEEN STUDENTS IN 
LEARNING DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 
Source ss OF .MS F p 
Total 113.60 39 2.91 
IQ .1 0 1 . 1 0 .033 N.S . 
E.C • .40 1 .40 .130 N.S. 
IQ x EC 2.50 1 2.50 .814 N.S. 
Error 110.60 36 3.07 
TABLE XLVII 
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t--TEST USING 'T' SCORES FOR I- SCORES ON THE INTELLECTUAL ACHIEVEt~ENT 
RESPONSIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP (YOUNG BOYS) 
AND STUDENTS IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING DISABILITY 
GROUP STUDENTS AND SPECIAL DAY CLASS STUDENTS 
========================·- -














t-TEST USING "T" SCORES FOR I- SCORES ON THE INTELLECTUAL ACHIEVEMENT 
RESPONSIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE GROUP (YOUNG BOYS 
AND GIRLS) AND STUDENTS IN EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUP STUDENTS AND SPECIAL DAY CLASS STUDENTS 







19 2.54 (.05) 
'T9 2.04 (.20) 
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classes for the educationally handicapped as measured by the I total scale 
of the JAR Questionnaire. 
D- 3a. There will be no significant difference in the general. 
ability to accept res pons i bil ity for both academic successes and failures 
between students in learning disability groups and the normative popula-
tion measured by the I total scale of the IAR Questionnaire. 
D- 3b. There will be no difference in the general ability to 
accept responsibility for academic successes and failures between students 
in special day classes for the educationally handicapped minors and the 
normative population as measured by the I total scale of the IAR Ques-
tionnaire. 
The analysis of variance illustrated by Table XLIX, indicates that 
the educational classification was not significant for taking responsibili-
ty for _academic successes and failures. Intelligence reached a signifi-
cance at .20 level of confidence indicating that further research is 
needed. Interaction of educational classification and intelligence did 
not reach a significant level. 
The t-test table for taking responsibility for academic succes-
ses and failures indicates a level of significance at the .01 level for 
all four combinations: (learning disability group students-norm for young 
boys, learning disability group students-norm for both young boys and 
girls, special day class students-norm for young boys, and special day 
class students-norm for both young boys and girls). Since the scores fall 
below the norm for regular students, these students do not assume respon-
sibility for academic successes and failures as often as most elementary 
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TABLE XLIX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR I TOTAL SCORES ON THE INTELLECTUAL ACHIEVEMENT 
RESPONSIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE BETWEEN STUDENTS IN LEARNING 
DISABILITY GROUPS AND STUDENTS IN SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 
----
Source ss OF MS F p 
Total 359.10 39 9.21 
IQ 28.90 28.90 3.170 .20 
E. c. .40 .40 .044 N.S. 
IQ x EC 1.60 1.60 .176 N.S. 
Error 328.20 36 9.12 
TABLE L 
t-TEST USING 11 T11 SCORES FOR I TOTAL SCORES ON THE INTELLECTUAL 
ACHIEVEMENT RESPONSIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE 
GROUP (YOUNG BOYS) AND STUDENTS IN EACH EDUCATIONAL 
CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING DISABILITY GROUP STUDENTS 
AND SPECIAL DAY CLASS STUDENTS 














t-TEST USING "T" SCORES FOR I TOTAL SCORES ON THE INTELLECTUAL 
ACHIEVEMENT RESPONSIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE BETWEEN THE NORMATIVE 
GROUP (YOUNG BOYS AND GIRLS) AND STUDENTS IN EACH EDUCATIONAL 
CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING DISABILITY GROUP STUDENTS AND 
SPECIAL DAY CLASS STUDENTS 
-
-----
Source Test Mean Norm Mean DF T-Test p 
LOG 12.250 14.64 19 3.46 .01 
soc 12.450 14.64 19 3.17 .01 
··-.. - - -·-·-~ .. ·-- .. -··- --
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TABLE LII 
STATISTICAL LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE FOR EACH VARIABLE BETWEEN THE STUDENTS 




2. Fl exi bil i ty 
3. Originality 
4. Elaboration 
B. Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test - Level l 
5. Reading Comprehension 
6. Vocabulary 
7. Auditory Di scrimi nation 
8. Syllabication 
9. Beginning and Ending Sounds 
10. Blending 
11. Sound Discrimination 
C. Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test - Level l 
12. Number System and Counting 
13. Operations 
14. Decimal Place Value 
15. Addition 
16. Subtraction 
· 17. Concepts Total 
a. Number System and Counting 
b. Operations 
c. Decimal place value 
18. Computation Total 
a. Addition 
b. Subtraction 
D. IAR Questionnaire 
19. I+ 
20. I-
21. I Total 
a. I+ 
b. I-















a) Students in learning disability groups scored higher on this factor 
than students in special day classes. 
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TABLE LI I I 
STATISTICAL LEVEL OF. CONFIDENCE FOR EACH VARIABLE BETWEEN 
NORMS ESTABLISHED BY REGULAR STUDENTS AND STUDENTS IN 
EACH EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION: LEARNING DISABILITY 
GROUP STUDENTS AND STUDENTS IN SPECIAL DAY CLASSES 
VARIABLE 
A. Creativity 




B. Stanford Diagnostic Reading 
Test - Level 1 
5. Reading Comprehension 
6. Vocabulary 
7. Auditory Discrimination 
8. Syllabication 
9. Beginning and Ending Sounds 
10. Blending 
11. Sound Discrimination 
C. Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic 
Test - Level 1 
12. Number System and Counting 
13. Operations 
14. Decimal Place Value 
15. Addition 
16. Subtraction 
17. Concept Total 
a. Number System and Counting 
b. Operations 
c. Decimal Place Value 
18. Computation Total 
a. Addition 
b. Subtraction 
D. IAR Questionnaire 
19. I+ 
20. I-
























(. 05) 0 

















(. 2oa ,c) b 
.Ole 
a. Students in the specified educational c·lass.ification scoredh1gher-
than the normative population on this factor. 
b. Scores in parenthesis are not considered statistically significant for 
normative comparisons, but they are reported to keep the reader fully 
informed of the research f·i ndi ngs and are suggestive of further l"esearch. 
c. This is significant at the indicated level when using either the norm 
for males consisting of 139 students or the norm for the entire 
population (139 males and 131 females). 
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students in their grade level. 
Table LII is a summary of the levels of significance for the 
difference between educational classifications for each variable. Table 
LIII succinctly presents the levels of significance for difference among 
educational classifications and the normative population for each variable 
tested. 
SUMMARY 
This chapter presented the data and its statistical implications 
related to this study. Decimal place value, addition, and number concepts 
were significant at the .01 level of confidence for the two educational 
categories. In addition flexibility, number system and counting, and 
computation total were significant at the .05 level of confidence. Two· 
factors, sound discrimination and operations, were significant at the 
.20 level of confidence. 
For creativity, only flexibility failed to discriminate between 
the educational categories and students in regular classes. Fluency 
also failed to show a significant difference between students in special 
day classes and the normative population. All other factors of creativity, 
academic achievement, and locus of control discriminated between the two 
educational categories and students in regular cl.asses at the .01 level 
of confidence. 
Chapter V will discuss the implications of these findings and offer 
recommendations for future action. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to survey learning disabil-ity stL1-
dent~ and students in special day classes comparing them on selected 
characteristics to each other and to children attending regular day 
classes. The selected var·iables for this study were creativity, locus of 
control, and academic achievement. Each of these variables was divided 
intosub-purts permitt·ing a more detailed analysis. Creativity was 
measured for the factors of fluency, flexibility, originality, and 
elaboration. Locus of control was separated into three scales, I+, I-, and 
I Total. Academic achievement was measured by the use of diagnostic read-
ing and arithmetic tests. The following skills were tested in the area of 
reading: reading comprehension, vocabulary, auditory discrimination, 
syllabication, beginning and ending sounds, blending, and sound discrim-
ination. The diagnostic arithmetic test had thirteen subtests. Only 
seven of the subtests were used and these were number system and count-
ing, operations, decimal place value~,addition, subtraction, concepts 
total~ and computation total. 
The population of this study consisted of forty randomly selected 
elementary students in special programs for the educationally handicapped. 
Twenty of the students were enrolled in '1 earning disability groups whil c 
the remaining t\oJenty students attended a .speci a 1 day class for education·-
ally handicapped rn·inors. All of the students were in either the third or 
fourth grade level school placement and attended the Napa Valley Unif·ied 
School District. 
The remainder of this chapter will discuss the research findings 
and their interpretation with recommendations for future consideration. 
Cr~~.!J vi_!y_ 
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The data suggests that the students in both the learning d·isabil'ity 
groups and the special day classes did not differ from each other in the 
creative factors of fluency, originality, and elaboration. In the area of 
flexibility, the students in the learning disability groups were s.ignifi-
cantly more flexible in their drawing responses than the students in the 
special dc:ty classes. This would suggest that the lear·ning disability 
group students were more capable of viewing objects as having characteris-
tics of many categoi'ies rather than seeing them as only fixed objects. 
For example, the learning disability group students would see a chair as 
an object to sit in, as a p·iece of furniture, as an object of beauty, and 
as having many functional forms. Students in the special day classes 
would be more ·1 i mited in their ability to categorize differently about 
the qualities and functions of the chair. 
Learning disability students may be less able to elaborate on their 
work than students in regular classes. This data also indicates that the 
learning disability students may be more capable of giving many varied 
original responses and being more flexible ·.i'n their answers than regular 
students. However, the learning disability studP.nts are less capable of 
giving details in their responses. 
The data thus indicated that students in learning disability groups 
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are more rigid in their approach to solving problems (academic or per-
sonal) than regular school children. Because they are less able to 
elaborate than their peer group, their academic work will appear lacking 
in richness and therefore bland. Since they do have greater than average 
ability to .give many original but not varied responses, their wo1Ak win 
appear to be different or unusual but with repetitive responses which 
show 1 ittl e var·i ety. 
According to Torrance's interpretation of the originality and 
elaboration scores, learning disability students are more able to control 
their tensions and are not as anxious over what they perceive as expecta-
tions by others as nor·mal students are. 1 
When comparing students in special day classes with normal stu-
dents, the data indicates that students in special day classes are poorer 
at elabora.tion but better in originality. 
Using Torrance's criteria for interpretation of test scor-es, one 
would feel that students in special day classes are more able than regular 
students to control their tensions and delay gratification. In additton, 
the special day students are less anxious over the possibility of not 
meeting their perceived expectations by others. 2 
Furthermore, the results indicate that students in special day 
classes are less right in their responses than average students. Fol~ 
1 E. Paul Torrance, J_Qrr~!lCe I~.;;_ts_ of ~r~P.J.i v~_ Th_t_n.l<_i_!!9_: -~g_rms­
Technj_ca]_Man.~.?~ (Pr-inceton: Personnel Press, "1966T, pp. 14-15. 
2Ibid. 
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example, theit written work; such as compositions, would lack adjectives. 
Their responses would be more original and thus different from what would 
be normally expected. 
Si.nce both students in learning disctbility groups and students in 
special day classes scored as being mote orig·inal than regular students, 
one wonders if this is not reflected in their demeanor. Since the line 
separating b·izarre behavior from original behavior is a fine one and often 
not differentiated, one wonders if these students are often considered 
bizarr.e and hence possible behavior problems when in fact the behavior 
has mo.re re'levancy than we assumed. 
In .attempting to understand the creative process, two opposing 
---. viewpotnts concerning creativity have been explored in this paper. The 
Freud"ian viewpoint holds that a neurotic conflict is necessary for the 
creative processes to unfold. Whet'eas, the Rogerians feel that a creative 
per.son must be free fr·om emotional conflicts. Both of these theories may be 
the .result of an over simplification of creativity and the creative pro-· 
cesses. Possibly a new theory joining the seemingly opposing views could 
be constructed. For example, perhaps a tension is needed in order to 
motivate a person to f·intl an activity \vh·ich will release this tension but 
of itself is tension free. This, then, a 11 ows the person to be open to 
experiences and~ in a Rogerian sense, mentally healthy while doing this 
activity. If the activity is acting as an escape mechanism, the need for 
avoidance is increased and the person's concentration of the nevJ activity 
will .be gre.ater. This ability to concentre1te on an act·ivity is often part 
of the creative pro:ess. 
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After the person experiences success another ph,enomenon may take 
place. That is, the new experience in itself becomes the motivating fac-
tor rather than being the result of an avoidance mechanism. As the person 
becomes more successful in his activity, his self image will increase in 
a more positive manner, and this may carry over into other activities of 
his life. 
If Guilford's theory of intellect is used in connection with the 
above proposal, then the creative person would need some potential ability 
in an area he chooses in order to be successful. 3 The amount of ab·i 1 ity 
will set limits on his creative endeavors. This could account for the 
apparent observation that people have different creative levels. 
Academic Achievement 
In academic achievement students in learning disability groups \liE:te 
significantly higher than students in special day classes in the follow-
ing five areas at the .05 level or better. 1. Number system counting, 
2. Dec·imal place value, 3. Addition~ 4. Concepts total (number system 
and counting, operation, and dec-imal place value)s and 5. Computational 
total (addition and subtraction). Sound·discrimination and operation 
sco1·es differentiated at the .20 level of conf·idence. Fut·thermore. the 
data ·indicates that stl!dents in learn·ing d·isdbility groups scored highet 
on a 11 tests of acctdemi c achievement even though. the d'ifferences, ·; n some 
cases, were slight and not statistically si~nificant. 
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This is not surprising. since the admission committee used the 
student's past academic performance in det~rmining his proper educational 
placement. 
The data also indicates that all ·scores on the subtest in academic 
achievement for students in learning disability groups and students in 
special day classes \<Jere below their peer group, (significant at the .01 
level). This suggests that the admission committee is, indeed, selecting 
students for special classes who have serious academic deficiencies. 
Both the learn·ing disability group students and students in special 
day classes have difficulty in recognizing phonemes, in matcning phonemes 
with their corresponding grapheme; in recognizing sounds of single letters, 
t\vo or three consonant letters, and d·i agraphs; in relating phonemes to 
corresponding graphemes; in dividing words into syllables; and in blending 
syllables into words. Furthermore, these students are deficient in recog-
nizing the meaning of words and are low in reading comprehension: The 
students in this study are characterized by a limited vocabulary. This is 
reflected in their school work by the students' inability to be successful 
in reading and related skills. 
These educationally handicapped students do not understand the con-
cepts of the number system and are poor in computational skills (in 
addition and subtraction) thus experiencing low level of success in any 
activity relating to arithmetic. 
This information leads one to believe that, as expected, the stu-
dents in these special educational classifications are in serious need of 
remedi at"i on in academic .areas, patti cul arly the two academic areas which 
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are the foundation of all academic learning -reading_ and arithmetic. In 
addition, it appears that the students in special day classes are even 
more in need of temediation than the students in learning disability 
groups. These findings concur with previous research results cited in 
the review of the literature. 
Locus of Control 
The three subtests of locus of control show no significant differ-
ence between learning disability group students and students in special 
day classes for educationally handicapped minors. Both groups fell below 
the norm established by students in regular classes. However, using the 
. 01 1 eve l of confide nee, neither the students in 1 earning disability 
groups nor students from special day classes differ from regular students 
in taking, respons·ibility for their academ·ic failures. 
When both success and failure are viewed together as a composite 
trait (I Total Scale), it appears that these educationally handicapped 
students do not feel responsible for their performance as readily as other 
students. In general, then, students in learning disability classes along 
wfth students in special day classes see the world as externally control"led. 
These students frequently may not be mot·ivated to 1 earn because they do 
not recognize the cause-effect .rel ati onsh·ip between their efforts and the 
academic product. 
The reseorcber feels that it is importa.nt to include in the daily 
classroom routine procedures that enable the teacher to illustrate to the 
students the relationship between their actions ~nd their academic conse-
quences. In addition. the teacher should provide some opportun'iti.:;s for 
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the students to chart and be responsible for their academic endeavors. 
These activities would help the students focus on the cause and effect 
relationships and define reality with respect to the·l r academic pursuits. 
Perhaps the behavior modification technique of operant condition-
ing offers some help in clarifying the cause-effect relationship. In this 
system the behavior and the consequence are clearly defined and related. 
This helps the child to examine his actions in light of the consequences 
(rewards ot punishments). 
RECOM~~ ENDAT IONS 
Research 
The data of this study suggests that there are two areas which need 
further resear·ch to clarify the distinction between the students ·in learn-
ing ·disability groups and students in special day classes. These two arr:.~as 
are sound discrimination and arithmetic operations. Both of these 
variables have a .20 level of confidence. It is therefore recommended that 
in futu·re studies concerning 1 earning disabi 1 i ty groups students and 
students in special day classes that these two areas be replicated. 
The data of normative comparison suggests that ~dditional research 
is needed in five situations. Both students in learning disability groups 
and students in special day classes differed from rE-1gular students in two 
of these areas at a level indicative of further research thus yielding 
four research possibilities. These areas are in creativity (flexibility) 
and in locus of control (ability to take responsibility for one's academic 
successes or failures). Only students in special day classes differed from 
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re:gular students in fluency at a level significant to suggest future re-
sear.ch ( .20 level of confidence). 
Mhen collecting the test data from the teachers on the Stanford 
:Diagnostic Arithmetic Test~ the researcher became aware of the two follow-
i·ng problems, It is apparent that these two tests need a gradation be-
tween easy and hard test items. Furthermore, the Hems start at a level 
too difficult for these students. The other problem is related to group 
testing. Many of the students become bored or frustrated while waiting 
for the group to complete each section, especially when the section was 
too .difficult for them. 
Therefore, the researcher recommends that other tests of academic 
achievement or of diagnostic quality be tried. Perhaps, a research pro-
je•ct could be initiated to develop an appropriate d·iagnostic test to be 
us·ed ·with students in learning disability groups and/or students in 
special day classes for educationally handicapped minors. Because of the 
~hart •ttention span and low frustration level of these students, it may 
.be necessary to conduct all testing on an individual basis. 
Research should be conducted to see if there is a significant 
diff,erence in the test results gained by group diagnostic achievement 
tests ve·rsus individual administration. If a difference is found than a 
new study should be conducted comparing students in learning disability 
·groups .and students in special day classes to r-egular students, for this 
could alter the results of this present study dealing in this area. 
Because of the overwhelming number of students in the lower socio·· 
economic echelon the relationship between learning disabilities,emotional 
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problems and socio-economic status should be further ~xplored. 
This research has identified some of the important characteristics 
of these tvw groups. Further research along this line is stil'l needed. 
For example, a research project is needed to investigate the modalities 
of learning of these two groups. 
More data is needed on the var·i ab 1 es of creativity. Furthet· 
studies are needed to define more comprehensively this concept. 
The relationship between apparantly bizzare behavior and creativity 
should be investigated. This relationship could be studied as part of a 
large correlative study comparing traits of mental health and factors of 
creativity. 
Once areas of deficiency have been d·i scovered,. as has been with 
this present research project, other studies investigating the effective~ 
ness of curriculum and various remediation techniques should be initiated. 
Such research is strongly recommended. Furthermore, the researcher would· 
like to see other research projects utilizing the information gained in 
this project as it relates to curriculum and teaching techniques. For 
examples researching the effectiveness .of letting the students create 
their own mathematical system and-exploring the rules and relationsh·ips 
involved. 
Curriculum 
Since students from learning disability groups have high levels of 
fluency and originality, it is recommended that teachers use class 
activities which incorporate these traits; This would build on the posi-
tive abilities of these students and help enhance their self-image. 
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Remediation techniques which develop the ability to elaborate are 
needed. Art work is helpful in this area as is story telling where each 
student adds details, to form a more complex product. 
If possible, the teacher should capitalize on the students in spe-
cial day classes and students in learning disability groups in the·ir 
ability to be original. For example, teachers should not be rigid in 
accepting solutions to problems and should encourage different patterns 
of attack while working on assignments. The teacher must encourage stu-
dents to be original and try to see relevancy as the students see it. 
The data clearly indicates that the subjects of this research 
project need remediation in all areas of reading and arithmetic with the 
special day class student having the greater need. When evaluating 
curriculum progr·arns for students in California•s program fOl~ educationally 
handicapped, the above significant findings of this study should be 
considered. The school curriculum should be revised taking into account 
the use and effect of these factors relative to providing a more meaning-
ful educational environment. 
CONCLUDING .STATH~ENT 
This research ind·icated thu.t students in learning disabil'ity 
groups and students in special day classes are more alike than they are 
different. However, where differences were found the students in learn-
ing disability groups scored higher. Both groups seem to differ si!)nifi-
cantly in certain respects fr·om average elein£~ntary students (3rd and 4th 
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gl~ades). Except for fluency, .flexibility and originality the students in 
learning disability groups scored lower.than the normative population. 
Students in special day classes only score higher than the normative 
population in fluency and originality. This points to the need for 
development ~nd evaluation of curriculum and behavioral techniques 
relating to educationally handicapped students. 
It is hoped that this research study gives impetus to future 
studies in the area of the educationally handicapped students. Further 
delineation of the characteristics representative of these students is 
in order. A greater understanding of the needs and problems of 
educationally handicapped students is needed if they are to be helped to 
their place as contributing members of society. 
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Article 2. Reports of Handicapped Children 
(Education Code Section 6911) 
3110. Prescribed Forms 3111. Submission and Distribution 
of Reports 
Article 3. Payment of Tuition to Parent 
(Education Code Section 6871) 
Section 
3120. Application for Approval 
*Article 1. Definitions and Scope 
3100. Definitions. 11 Handi capped children 11 as used in this chapter 
means all of the following: 
(a) Educationally handicapped minors as defined in Education 
Code Section 6750. 
*For grants of assistance to teachers, see Section 5700ff. 
(b) Mentally retarded minors as defined in Education Code Sec-
tions 6901 and 6902. 
(c) Severely mentally retarded minors as defined in Education 
Code Sections 6901 and 6903. 
(d) Physically handicapped minors as defined in Education Code 
Sections 6801 and 6802. 
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(e) Multi-handicapped minors, being any combination of the. fOl~e­
going. 
History: 1. New chapter 1 (Sees. 3100, 3110, 3111, 3120) filed 
7-22-69; effective thirtieth day thereafter 
(Register 69, No. 30). 
Article 2. Reports of Handicapped Children 
(Education Code Section 6941) 
3110. Prescribed Forms. School districts and county superintendents 
shall submit reports of handicapped children on the following forms: 
(a) For those participating in a special class, school, or 
program--Form No. D-1, entitled 1Tirst Period Enrollment Report for 
Special Education ProgramS. 11 The form shall be furnished by the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
(b) For those not participating in a special class, school, or 
program--Form No. 0-2, entitled 11 Report. of Handicapped Minor \~hose 
Application for Enrollment in Schocl, Spectal Class, or Program Was 
Denied, and of Hnndicapped Minors Not Continuing in Attendance After 
Admission.~~ The Slm.arintendent of Public Instruction shall furnish 
this form to the county superintendents who, in turn, shall furnish 
them to the school districts. 
Note: Specific authority for Article 2: Section 6946, Education 
Code. Issuing agency: Supt. of Public Instruction. 
3111. Submission and Distribution of Reports. The forms prescribed 
in Section 3110 shall be prepared, submitted, and distributed in 
accordance with instructions appearing .on the respective forms. 
Article 3. Payment ·of Tu'it~ion to Parent 
{Education Code .Sect'i on 6871) 
3120. Application for Approval. (a) Original Application. Whenever 
the governing board elects, under the.circumstances set forth in Educa-
tion Code Section 6871, to provide for the education of a given 
physically handicapped minor by paying the minor 1 S parent or guardian the 
amounts specified in that section, the governing board shall~ on forms 
provided by the Supel~intendent of Public Instruction, apply to the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction for his prior approval. The govern-
tng board shall forward the completed application to the County Superin-
tendent of Schools, who shall review the appli.cation and forward it with 
his recommendation to the Division of Special Schools and Services, State 
Department of Education. Approval of.the Superintendent of Public Instruction 
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shall be valid to the close of the school year with (espect to which 
application is made. 
(b) Approval of Transfer. If, during a school year, the govern-
ing board deems it desirable that the minor transfer to a different 
public or private nonsectarian school, the governing board shall submit 
through the County Superintendent of Schools to the Superintendent of 
Public Instruction a request for prior approval of the transfer, spec-
ifying the reasons for transfer, the school to wh·ich such transfer ·is 
contemplated, the amount of tuition that will be charged by the school 
for the remainder of the period, and such other information as the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction may require. 
(c) Continuing Education. Application for approval of continu-
ing the education of a given physically handicapped minor under the 
provisions of Chapter 8.2 of Division 6 of the Education Code shall be 
submitted annually. In addition to all other requirements, the second 
and all subsequent appl 4 cations for a given minor sha'll be accompanied 
by a written statement of t_he minor's schoo 1 achievement for the prior 
school year·. The statement shall be on the official stationery of, and 
signed by the person in charge of, the school or schools attended. 
Note: Specific authority cited for Article 3: Section 6871, 
Education Code. 
CHAPTER 2. EDUCATIONALLY HANDICAPPED PUPILS 
Article Article 
1. General Provisions 4. The Instructional Program 
2. Program Standards · 5. Approv a 1 s 
3. Evaluation and Placement 
DETAILED.ANALYSIS 
Section 
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3221. Specific Standards fot a 
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·Program Standards 
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3232. The Admission Committee 
3233. Standards for Admission 
tommittee Recommendations 
3235. Re-evaluation, Readmission, 
and Transfer 
Article 4. The Instructional Program 
Section Section 
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3250. Notice of Intention to 
Initiate a Program and 
for Prior Approval 
3251. Testing or Screening for 
Educationally Handicapped 
Minors 
Article 1. General Provisions 
3200. Scope of Chapter. This chapter applies only to speC'ial educat·ion 
programs for educationally handicapped minors for \'I hi ch a 11 owances may 
be made under Education Code Sections 18102.6 and 18102.9. 
Note: Specific authority cited for Chapter 2: Sections 6751, 6755, 
6756, & 6757, Education Code. 
Histor·y: 1. New Chapter 2 ($$ 3200,3201,3220-3224,3230-3235, 
3240-3242, 3250, 3251) filed 9-23-69; effective 
· thirtieth day thereafter (Register 69, No. 39). 
3.201. Definitions. For the purpose of this chapter: 
(a) 11 Program 11 means any of the special educat·ion programs for 
educationally handicapped minors described in Education Code Section 
6751 that meet the general and specific standards set forth in this 
chapter. 
(b) 11 Discharge 11 means exemption or exclusion from school by 
resolution of the governing board of a school distr-ict or by the county 
superintendent. · 
(c) 11 Transfer 11 means enrolling the pupil in any of the 
following: 
(l) A different type of program authorized by Education 
Code Section 6751. 
(2) A regular day class. 
(3) A school or class authorized by Chapter 7 (commencing 
with Section 6500) of Division 6 of the Education Code. 
(4) Another special program authorized by law. 
Article 2. Program Standards 
3220. General Standards for Programs. Every educationally handicapped 
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minors program sha 11 meet the fo 11 owing genera 1 standards: 
~a) It is the most appropriate one of the programs described in 
Education Code Section 6751 that meets the individual needs of the 
pupiL .It provides for the different·ial grouping of pupils in classes~ 
groups._, or ··individually for effectiveness in administration, management, 
and instruction. 
1b) It emphasizes the amelioration of handicapping conditions to 
the greatest extent possible and in the shor·test period of time. 
·(c) :It makes adjustments in the cirriculum and ·instruction that 
e.nhance the pupi1 1 s achievement to the fullest potential and provides 
for .continue.d development in areas of pupil strengths. 
·{d) It provides for vocational education, work experience, and 
wo:rk . .study for those pupils who would benefit therefrom. 
· {e) It provides the educational, psychological, and pupil per-
sonnel services necessary for assessment, evaluation, and consultation. 
'.(f) It provides for curriculum development, in-service education, 
·consultations and supervision for the staff. 
3221. ~p.ecific Standards for a Special Day Class. A special day class 
shall meet the following standards: 
(a) It is composed of pupils whose range of handicaps can be ap-
prc~priately managed ;.vithin the class. 
fb) It shall be maintained for at least the minimum school day~ 
The clc.ss shall be taught by a fu"ll-time teacher whose responsibility 
is to teach pupils enrol'led in the class for the schoolday as established 
by th.e governing board for regular classes for pupils VJho are at the 
highest grade "level in the special class. 
3222. :Specific Standards for a Learning Disability Group. A learn·ing 
disahility _group shall meet the following standards: 
{a) It is composed of pupils whose range of handicaps can be 
appropri ate.ly managed within the group. 
,(ib) It is limited to educationally handicapped minors who are 
enrolled in one or more groups for instruct·ional periods of at least 30 
minutes in accordance with the recommendations of the admission committee. 
{:c) It 1-lmits a part-time teacher of learning disability groups to 
a total -.enrollment that is the same proportion of 32 as the number of 
minutes taught in learning disability gl~oups is to the length of the 
regular ,school day. 
[d) It provides specialized instruction for pupils in each group 
on a daily basis or, if less than daily, on a basis to correct the handi-
ca.p i·n the shortest period of time. 
1e) It allows opportunities for daily preparation for the teacher 
to provide an effective program of instruction and coordination with 
the ;pupi]•s regular program of instruction, 
322.3. 'Spec'ific Standards for Home and .Hospital Instruction. Unless health 
O·r other factors indicate otherwise, a pupil enrol'!ed in home and hospital 
instruction is enrolled for, receives, 300 minutes of i ndi vi dua 1 instruction 
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per week. In no event, is a pupil enrolled for, or 9oes he receive, less 
than 150 minutes of individual instruction per week. 
3224. Specific Standards for Specialized Consultation. Specialized 
consultation described in Education Code Section 6751 (c) shall meet the 
following standards: 
(a) The consultation is given by specialists from such fields as 
education, speech, social work, psychology, medicine and psychiatry. 
(b) The consultation relates to the specialized instruction, man-
agement, and guidance of pupils in a program, and to the in-service 
trainin9 of teachers and staff. 
(c) State allowances for specialized consultation are used only 
to provide specialists not regularly employed by the district or county 
superintendent of schools administering the program. 
(d) Expenses of identification and the admission committee are 
not paid from state allowances for specialized consultation. 
Article 3. Evaluation and Placement 
3230. Eligibility of Minors for Admission to a Program. An educationally 
handicapped minor described in Education Code Sections 6750, 6755, and 
6755.2 is eligible for admission to a program if he has marked learning 
or behavior disorders, or both, associated with a neurological handicap 
or emotional ·di:-;Wrbance. His disorders shall not be attributable to 
mental retardation. The learning or behavior disorders shall be manifest, 
·in part, by specific learning disability. Such learning disabilities may 
include, but are not limited to, perceptual handicaps, minimal cerebral 
dysfunction, dyslexia, dyscalculia, dysgraphia, school phobia~ hyperkinesis 
or imp u 1 s i v ity . 
3231. Standards for Individual Evaluation of Pupils. A pupil described 
in Section 3230 shall be identified by individual assessment and evalua-
tion of school records or written reports that include the stud·ies 
described as follows: 
(a) Educational Case Study. An.<educational case study of the pupil 
that includes: 
(1) The school history and educational progress of the pupil 
including the specific measurements of his levels of academic 
functioning. 
(2) Specific steps taken to.~ssist the pupil in the areas of 
his handicap and the results of such assistance. 
(3) The reason the pupil ·is .. unable to function in a regular 
class. · 
(b) Psychological Case Study. A psychological case study of the 
pupil by a credentialed or licensed psychologist that includes: 
(1) Early development. 
(2) Identification of the ~pecific learning or behavior dis-
orders or both and the relationship of these disorders to his 
school achievement.~ Specifi.c handicappi~g conditions must be 
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described in functional terms sufficient to indicate the specific 
characteristics of the pupil's problems and to suggest the nature 
of an educational approach. 
(3) Recommendations regarding methods and services from 
~hi~h the pupil may be expected to profit in the program and the 
anticipated results therefrom. 
{c) Medical Study. A medical study, by a physician and surgeon 
1 ij.censed to practice in Ca 1 i forni a, of the phys i ca 1 , neuro 1 ogi ca 1 , and 
emotional basis for the pupil's learning or behavior disorders. The 
eva l::uati o.n sha l1 inc 1 ude: 
(1} A statement that in the professional judgment of the 
physician there is a reasonable indication of a neurological 
handicap or emotional disturbance. 
(2) A functional description of the pupil's neurological 
handicaps or emotional disturbance . 
. (3) A statement, in the case of a serious emotional distur-
bance, that the pupil is capable of participation in the educa-
tionally handicapped minors program and that the pupil's behaviors 
.would not be inimical to the welfare of other pupils. 
(d) ~ther Studies or Reports. Studies or reports from personnel 
i:n any other areas that the admissions committee deems necessary because 
of the ·specific prob.lems of the pupil. These areas include, but are not 
Hmi ted to, speech and hearing, English as a second language, soci a-
cultural disadvantage, social work, and welfare and attendance. Absence 
:of .such reports indicates that the committee considers that such reports 
would no't be of significance in evaluating the pupil's handicap or in 
planning his educational program. 
3Z32. The Admission Committee. The administrative head of the schoo'l 
district or the county superintendent of schools shall designate members 
of an .admiss1on commHtee, which shall include, but not be limited to, 
the persons specified in Education Code Section 6755. One consideration 
in appointing members to the committee shall be the greatest possible 
co;nttnui ty of committee membership. 
£valuation and recommendations sha 11 be made by a 11 five members 
of the committee specified in Education Code Section 675!) and such other 
s~pecialists as the committee may deem necessary. There shall be pY'esent 
at a meeting at which the recommendations are made, a school psychologist 
and at least three of the remaining four specified members, provided the 
absent member has submitted a written statement of his evaluation and 
r.ecommendations prior to the time of the meeting. In the absen.ce of the 
physician, .a school nurse shall be present. No member of the committee 
·s.ha.ll serve in more than one capacity. 
3233. 'Standa·l~ds for Admission Committee Recommendations. 
'(a) The admission committee shall make an evaluation of each indi-
vidual pupil referred to it by making a. thorough study of the records and 
reports desc.ri bed in Section 3231 together with all other pertinent and 
:rellable information available. A written report of the committee's study 
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shall be filed with the district. The report shall include all of the 
f,ol}owi ng: 
{1) The committee's findings regarding the nature and extent 
of the pupil's specific handicaps and the re 1 ati onshi p of those 
handicaps to his educational and learning needs and ability to 
function in a regular class. 
(2) The committee's finding regarding the particular educa-
tinnal approaches, methods, or services appropriate for the 
amelioration or correction of the pupil's learning or behavior 
:disorders. 
(3) The committee's findings regarding the ability of the 
~upil to profit from participation in a program, the anticipated 
results therefrom, and specific recommendations regarding the 
placement of the pupil in the most appropriate one of such 
,programs. 
(4) The committee's majority decision with the school psy-
'chologi'st and physician concurring, that the pupil is recommended 
for placement in accordance with the requirements of Education 
Code Section 6755 or 6755.2. The statement required in Education 
~Code Section 6755 shall be included with the signatures and role 
of each concurring member present at the meeting of the committee 
at which a recommendation was made. Any member dissenting from 
the final committee recommendation shall attach a statement of 
reasons for such objection to the report. 
(b) The committee may withhold a recommendation for placement of 
a ~upil in a program whenever the committee determines that it does not 
;have sufficient information to ascertain the pupil's eligibility or to 
re•commend p l a c erne n t . · 
3224. Placement of Educationally Handicapped Pupils. The responsib-ility 
for the .assignment of a pupil in a program rests with the administrative 
head of the school district or the county superintendent of schools or a 
·credentialed employee designated by him. Assignment shall be made only in 
compliance with Education Code Section 6755.3 and in accordance with the 
:prog.ram re.commended by the admission committee. No pupil may be placed in 
a ,,p.ro:gr,am transferred, or discharged prior to the recommendation by the 
.committee. 
3225. Re-evaluation, Readmission, and Transfer. (a) An annual examina-
tion .and evaluation shall be made of the school adjustment and educational 
progress of .each pupil enrolled in a program. The administrative head of 
.the school district or thE~ county superintendent of schools shall specify 
the personnel and methods to be used in the examination and maintain a 
written statement of such procedures. The procedures shall provide for 
consistency in the specific measurements used in determining academic 
:progness. A written report shall be made of the examination and evalua-
tion of each pupil and a copy thereof added to the pup"il 's case study file. 
The t•eport shall inc 1 ude the fo ll OW'i ng: 
(1) A summary of the development and progress since the last 
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written evaluation report. 
(2) The results of specific measurements of the pupil •s pro-
gress in the academic areas of instruction. 
(3) A summary of the methods and techniques which have been 
utilized in the instructional program. 
(4) A current revision of the description of the nature and 
extent of the pupil• s handicaps and ability to .function in a 
regular class. 
· (5) Specific recommendations for the pupil 1 s continuing 
education. 
(b) The admission committee shall review the annual evaluation 
report of each pupil either upon the anniversary of the pupil• s initial 
admission or at the end of each school year. If at the end of the admis-
sion period as specified in Education Code Section 6755.1, the pupil 
is found to be unable to return to a regular class, the committee shall 
again file the report required in Section 3233(a) in compliance with 
Education Code Section 6755.2. 
(c) A pupil failing at any time to make an appropriate school 
adjustment or satisfactory educational progress in accordance with the 
prognosis and recommendations of the admission committee shal'l be 
referred by the chief administrator of the district to the admission 
committee or to an appropriate public or private resource for further 
study. WhenE-~ver further study fails to provide a basis for a more ade-
quate prognosis, the pupil shall be referred to the admission committee 
for recommendations regarding transfer or discharge. 
Article 4. The Instructional Program 
3240 .• Curriculum Content. The curriculum content of any program shall 
be established under the following provisions: 
·(a) The curriculum is designed to fit the individual developmental 
and learning needs of each pupil as initially determined and reported by 
the admission committee. Adjustments are made in the curriculum as the 
pupil 1 s progress requires. 
(b) The amelioration of the learning or behavioral problems deter-
mined. for each pupil is emphasized by giving specialized instruct:ion in 
the areas of disability. 
{c) Adaptations in methodology are made in the presentation of 
instruction, in the sensory modalities employed, and in the performanc.e 
required of each pupil, whenever such adaptations will enhance his learn~ 
i ng potent i a 1 . 
(d) The curriculum otherwise shall emphasize fundamental school 
subjects prescribed in Division 7, Chapter 3, (commencing with Section 
8501) .of the Education Code. A cout·se of study for educationally handi-
capped minors in high schools shall be adopted which can be adapted to the 
individual needs of each pupil and provides the basis for graduation re-
quirements for the pupi 1. · 
324L Teacher Qualification. Any teacher may be assigned to give the 
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inst\~uction specified in paragraphs (a), (b), ot (d) of Education Code 
Section 6751 who possesses a valid regular teaching credential, or standard 
teaching C'redential, and who in the judgment of the administrative head of 
the school district or the county superintendent of schools possesses 
specific preparation, experience, and personal attributes deemed desirable 
for a teacher of educationally handicapped minors. 
3242. P~ogram Supervision. A school district .shall provide supervision 
for all of its programs. The supervision may be. by emp 1 oyees of the 
district or furnished through contracts with other school districts ol~ 
county superintendent of schools. 11 Supervision 11 as used in this section, 
means those activities described in Section 5800(k) that have as their 
basic purpose the improvement of the instructiona·l program for educationally 
handicapped pupils. 
Article 5. Approvals 
3250~ Notice of Intention to Initiate a Program and for Prior Approval. 
{a) The notice of intention required by Education Code Section 6754 to initiate 
a program and the request for the prior approval shall be submitted to the 
Supe.rintendent of Public Instruction at least 60 days prior to the date the 
progr.am ls to begin. The notice and request for prior approva 1 sha 11 be 
on a form furnished by the Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
(:b) lf a disttict or county superintendent of schools maintaining 
an approved program that includes some, but not all, cf the types listed 
in Education Code Section 6751, proposes to add another of such listed 
types, such addHion shall be deemed to be initiation of a program, and 
the notice of intention to i ni ti ate the addi t·i on a l type of program and 
request fOl~ prior approva 1 thereof sha 11 be made in accordance with these 
regulations. · 
3251. Testing or Screening for Educationally Handicapped Minors. In the 
event a school system elects to test or screen through the use of tests 
administered directly to all pupils of a grade~ school, or district pur-
suant to Education Code Section 6758, application shall be made for prior 
approval of the State Board of Education for the tests or screening pro-
cedures to be used. 
APPENDIX B 
CALIFORNIA EDUCATIONAL CODE RELATING TO EDUCATIONALLY 
HANDICAPPED MINORS: 1969 
Minimum Schoolday for Certain Educationally Handicapped Minors 
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11008. With respect to educationally handicapped pupils provided instruc-
tion pursuant to Chapter 7.1 (commencing with Section 6750)s Division 6 
of this code, the minimum schoolday in kindergarten is 180 minutes; in 
grades one, two and three in elementary schools, is 200 minutes; and in 
grades four, five, six, seven and eight in elementary schools, is 240 
minutes. · 
(Added by Stats. 1963, Ch. 2165.) 
Definition 
CHAPTER 7.1. EDUCATIONALLY HANDICAPPED MINORS 
(Chapter 7.1 added by Stats. 1963, Ch. 2165) 
6750. As used in this chapter, 11 educationa"lly handicapped minors 11 are 
minors who, by reason of marked learning or behavior disorders, or both, 
require the special education programs authorized by this chapter with 
the intention of full return to the regular school program. Such 
learning or behavior disorders shall be associated with a neurological 
handicap or emotional disturbance and shall not be attributable to 
mental retardation. 
(Added by Stats. 1963, Ch. 2165; amended by Stats. 1969, Ch. 784. 
Effective August 15, 1969. See note following Section 885.5.) 
Special Educational Programs; Appli~ation of Foundation Program 
6751. The governing board of any school district or a county superin-
tendent of schools with the approval of the county board of education, 
maintaining schools in juvenile .hans or· juvenile homes, ranches, or 
camps as authol~i zed by the Welfare and Instituti ens Code, may pro vi de 
for any one or more of the specia·l educational programs for educationally 
handicapped minors authorized in this section. A county superintendent 
of schools may enter into an agreement pursuant to Section 6753 with the 
governing board of a school district having less than 901 average daily 
attendance in the elementary schools or less than 901 in the high schools 
of the district to provide any one or more of such special educational 
programs for the district, or the county superintendent of schools may 
enter into an agreement pursuant to Section 6753 with the governing board 
of. a school district having an average daily attendance of 901 or more in 
the elementary schools of the district ot·• 901 or more in the high schools 
of the district to provide-only those ~pecial ~ducational programs for 
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the district which are set forth in subdivision (a),. (c), or (d), or 
any combination thereof. Whenever a special educational program for 
educationally handicapped pupils set forth in subdivision (a) or (d) of 
this section is provided by a county superintendent of schools for a 
district with an average daily attendance of 901 or more in the elementary 
schools of the district or 901 or more in the high schools of the dis-
trict, pursuant to an agreement entered into pursuant to Section 6753, 
the foundation program prescribed ·in Section 17656 for an elementar·y distr·ict 
with an average daily attendance of 901 or more shall apply to education-
any handicapped pupils of the elementary schools of the district who are 
in such a special education program and the foundation program prescribed 
in Section 17665 shall apply to educationally handicapped pupils of the 
high schools of the district who are in such a special education program. 
Such programs shall be provided in accordance with standards for each 
approved by the State Board of Education. The special educational pro-
grams for educationally handicapped minors are: 
(a) Special classes (elementary and secondary). Under this pro-· 
gram educationally handicapped pupils unable to function in a regular 
class are assigned to a special class. The special class shall be main-
tained for a minimum schoolday. In this program fundamental school sub-
jects shall be emphasized as prescribed by the State Board of Education. 
(b) Learning disability groups (elementary and secondary). In 
this program, the pupil remains in his regular class but is scheduled for 
indiv·ldual or small group instruction given by a special teacher. When-
ever two to four educationally handicapped pupils are instructed at the 
same time by the same teacher in a learning disability group conducted by 
a school district or county superintendent of schools, the tota·l atten·• 
dance credited for such pupils shall equal one unit of attendance for 
each 60 minutes of instruction. 
(c) Specialized consultation to teachers, counselors, and super-
visors (elementary and secondary). Under this program specialized consul-
tation is provided teachers, counselors and supervisors relative to the 
learning disabilities of individual ~upils and special education services 
required by such pupils. 
(d) Home and hospital instruction (elementary and secondary). 
Under this program, a pupil who is unable to function in a school setting 
and who does not attend school receives instruction at the appropriate 
grade level at home or in a hospital or in a regularly established non-
profit, tax-exempt, licensed children's institution. 
(Added by Stats. 1963, Ch. 2165; amended by Stats. 1965, Ch. 1176, 
by Stats. 1967, Ch. 1647 and Ch. 1653, and by Stats. 1969, Ch. 
784. Effective August 15, 1969 .. See note following Section 885.5.) 
Maximum Class Size 
6751.1 The maximum size for the special ~ducattonal programs for education-
ally handicapped minors defined in Section 6751 shall be as follows: 
(a) For special day classes the maximum enrollment shall be 12 
pupils per class. 
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{b) F.or 1 earning disability groups the maximum enrollment sha 11 
be 32; however, participation in any given learning disability group 
shall be for at least 30 minutes and shall not exceed eight pupils at 
any o:ne time . 
'(Added by Stats. 1969, Ch. 784. Effective August 15, 1969. See 
~ote following Section 885.5.) 
Limitation on Enrollment 
6752. A s~hool district maintaining special educational programs for 
educationally handicapped minors shall not enroll at any given time more 
than 2 percent of total district enrollment in such programs except as 
permitted ·by special authorization of the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction. As used in this section, total district enrollment means 
the average number of pupils, exclusive of pupils for whom a tuition 
payment is ,charged pursuant to Chapter 10 (commencing with Section 6950) 
of Divjsion 6, enrolled at the end of the first school month and the 
sixth school month of the school year. 
(Added by Sta ts. 1963, Ch. 2165; amended by Stats. 1967, Ch. 225 
and Ch. 1647, and by Stats. 1969, Ch. 784. Effective August 15, 
1969. See note following Section 885.5.) 
Prior Approval for Extension of Program 
6752.L In any fiscal year, extension of an existing program by a school 
distrlct or county superintendent of schools which exceeds 120 percent 
of the prior year's enrollment shall receive the prior approval of the 
Superintendent of Pub 1 i c Instruction before any a 11 owance or apportion-
ment ts made therefor for the purposes of this article. 
iAdded by Stats. 1969, Ch. 784. Effective August 15, 1969. 
See note following Section 885.5.) 
Bases ~or.Approval 
6752.2. Approval of the Superintendent of Public Instruction pursuant 
to Section 6752.1 shall be based on but not limited to the following: 
(a) Actual demand for the program as demonstrated by the recom-
mendations for placement by the local admission committee authorized in 
Section 6755. 
{b) District experience in the operation of programs for educa-
tionally ha,ndi capped minors . 
. (c) 'The demonstrated ability of the district to return educa-
tionaHy handicapped minors who can participate effectively, to the 
regular 'School program. 
('Added by Stats. 1969, Ch. 784. Effective August 15, 1969. See 
mote following Section 885.5.) 
Agreeme·nt With County Superintendent to ·Provide Special Educational Programs 
6753. The governing board of a school district which has an average daily 
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attendance of less than 901 in the elementary schools of the district or 
less than the 901 in the high schools of thi'district may enter into 
agreement with the county superintendent of schools to provide special 
educational programs for educationally handicapped minors. The·governing 
board of a school district may enter into agreements with the governing 
boards of other school districts f6r the education of educationally 
handi~apped minors. The district of residence having pupils receiving spe-· 
cj.aT/education under the provisions of this section shall pay all current 
~~~xpenses e~tailed in providing such special education which are over and 
above all state apportionments made to the county superintendent or 
school district providing the program. 
(Added by Stats. 1963, Ch. 2165.) 
Application and Information to Superintendent of Public Instruction 
6754. Before initiating any program for educationally handicapped minors 
the governing board of a school district or county superintendent of 
schools shall apply to the Superintendent of Public Instruction for 
approval to do so and shall furnish such relevant information with re-
spect to such proposed special education programs as may be requiY'ed by 
the Superintendent of Public lnstruction. Such application and such 
information shall be on forms provided by the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction. 
(Added by Stats. 1963, Ch. 2165; amended by Stats. 1969, Ch. 784. 
Effective August 15, 1969. See note following Section 885.5.) 
Admission; Individual Evaluation; Local Admission Committee 
6755. Admission of minors to programs for the educationally handicapped 
established under the provisions of this chapter shall be made only on 
the basis of an individual evaluation according to standards established 
by the State Board of Education and upon individual recommendation of a 
local admission committee which shall include a teacher, a school nurse 
or social worker, a school psychologist or other pupil personnel worker 
authorized to serve as a school psychologist, a principal or supervisor, 
and a licensed physician. Such recommendation shall include a state-
ment, that in the professional judgment of the members of the local 
admission committee the minor is recommended for placement in a program 
for educationally handicapped minors to correct marked learning disability 
due to a neurological handicap or emotional disturbance and that he may 
be expected to eventually participate in the regular school program. Any 
member of the local admission committee dissenting from the final committee 
recommendation shall attach to the final recommendation a statement of 
reasons for such objection. 
. (Added by Stats. 1963, th. 2165; amended by Stats. 1967, Ch. 1647; 
·repealed and added by Stats. 1969, Ch. 784. Effective August 15, 
1969 • .See note following Section 885.5.) · 
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Duration of Admission 
6755.1. Admission of educationally handicapped minors to programs under 
the provisions of this chapter shall have force and effect ·for a maximum 
of one school year. 
(Added by Stats. 1969, Ch. 784. Effective August 15, 1969. See 
note following Section 885.5.) 
Readmission 
6755.2. If, in the professional judgment of the school district admission 
committee, at the end of the admission period authorized in Section 6755.1, 
any educationally handicapped minor is unable to function in a regular 
class, the minor may be readmitted to a program for educationally handi-
capped minors, and the local admission committee shall agree upon a 
statement that sets forth the reasons why the minor may not be returned 
to a regul~r class and the anticipated results of further participation 
of the minor in a special educational program. 
(Added by Stats. 1969, Ch. 784. Effective August 15, 1969. See 
note following Section 885.5.) 
Participation; Consultation With Parent; Parent • s Consent 
6755.3. No minor shall be required to participate in a program for edu-
cationally handicapped minors unless the local admission committee or a 
member of the local admissions committee appointed by such committee has 
personally consulted with the parent or guardian of the minor regarding 
the learning disorders of the minor and the objectives of the program, 
and t~e parent or guardian has subsequent to such counseling and prior 
to participation in a special educational program, filed written consent 
to such pa.rticipation with the governing board of the school district or 
with the office of the county superintendent of schools. 
(Added by Stats. 1969, Ch. 784. Effective August 15, 1969.) 
See note following Section 885.5.) 
Standards for Individual Identification and Evaluation; Advisory 
Committee 
6756. The State Board of Education shall adopt rules and regulations 
which shall ·prescribe standards for the individual ·identification and 
evaluation of educationally handicapped minors and their admission to 
special ~ducation programs for educationally handicapped minors. In 
arriving at such standards the State Board of Education shall receive 
assistance from an advisory committee consisting of one member from the 
State 'Department of Education, one member from the State Department of 
Mental Hygiene and one member from the State Department of Public Health, 
such members to be appointed by the heads of the respective departments 
named, ln ,addition, such advisory committee may consist of such 
additional members as are appointed by the State Board of Education. 
(Added by Stats. 1963, Ch. 2165.) 
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Standards for Special Educational Programs 
6757. The State Board of Education shall adopt rules and regulations 
which shall prescribe standards for special educational programs for edu-
cationally handicapped minors which sha 11 include, but need not be 
limited to, ,enrollment limits, curriculum content and teacher qualifi-
cations for each type of program authorized pursuant to this chapter, and . 
provisions for periodic examination, re-evaluation, transfer and dis-
charge of educationally handicapped minors parti ci pati ng in speci a 1 
educational programs maintained under the provisions of this chapter. 
. (Added by Stats. 1963, Ch. 2165.) 
Testing or .Screening of Pupils 
6758. The testing or screening of all pupils in a particular grade, 
school, or district shall not be a condition of eligibility for appor;,., 
tionment under the provisions of Article ll (commencing with Section 
18101) of Chapter 3 of Division 14. In the event the governing board of 
a school district elects to do such testing or screening, only such 
tests or screening procedures as are approved by the State Board of 
Education for this purpose shall be used. School districts intending to 
do such testing or screening shall give written notice to the parents or 
guardians of the pupils concerned at least 15 days prior to such testing 
or screening and shall provide copies of any written instruments to be 
used for such testing or screening in the office of the principal of the 
school the pupils attend for examination by such parents or guardians. 
No minor shall be required to participate in such screening or testing 
unless the parent or guardian files prior written consent to such partici-
pation w~th the governing board of such school district. 
(Added by Stats. 1963. Ch. 2165; amended by Stats. 1968, Ch. 1166, 
and ·by Stats. 1969, Ch. 784. Effective August 15, 1969. See 
note following Section 885.5.) 
Supervisory and Consultative Services 
6759 .• The ·superintendent of Public Instruction shall establish supervisory 
and consultat·i ve serv·i ces for programs for educationally haridi capped 
minors and shall employ personnel who shall devote their entire t·ime to 
the provision of such services . 
.(Added by Sta ts. 1963, Ch. 2165.) 
6760. (Added by Stats. 1963, Ch. 2165; repea·led by Stats. 1967, Ch. 1209.) 
Duties of Superintendent of Public Instruction 
6761. The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall: 
{a) Prescribe the form and manner of notification of intention to 
initiate a program. 
i{b) Prescribe the procedures for qualifying for al'lowances for 
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special day classes, and for authorized instruction in other than special 
day classes of educationally handicapped minors. 
(Added by Stats. 1963, Ch. 2165; amended by Stats. 1967, Ch. 1209, 
and by Stats. 1968, Ch. 928.) 
6762. (Added by Stats. 1963, Ch. 2165; repealed by Stats. 1968, Ch. 928.) 
Citation of Chapter 
6763. This chapter may be cited as 11 The Waldie Act. 11 
(Added by Stats, 1965, Ch. 1176.) 
CHAPTER 7.2. GUARANTEED LOANS TO TEACHERS OF 
EDUCATIONALLY HANDICAPPED MINORS 
(Chapter 7.2 added by Stats. 1969, Ch. 1198) 
Note: Stats. 1969, Ch. 1198, also contains the following provisions: 
SEC. 3. The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall submit a report 
to the Legislature at its 1971 Regular Session describing the program 
established by Chapter 7.2 (commencing with Section 6790) of Division 6 
of the Education Code for the preparation of teachers to teach educa-
tionally ha,r;)dicapped minors and shall include in his report his 
recomme,ndation concerning the desirability of the program. 
Fi nancia 1 Assistance to Teachers of Educationally Handicapped Mi,nor$ 
for Specialized Preparation 
6790. In order to assure having for the ensuing year certificated 
, personnel qualified to teach educationally handicapped minors, as defined 
in Section 6750, enrolled in programs of special education maintained by 
a school district or a county superintendent of schools, the governing 
board uf the schoo 1 district or the county superintendent of schoo 1 s 'may 
enter into an agreement with any employee holding a position requiring 
certification qualifications who teaches, or any certified person under 
contract to teach, educationally handicapped minors for the ensuing 
school year· for the schoo 1 district or· the county superintendent of 
schools, whereby the school district or the cou11ty superintendent of 
schools may ,make a loan of financial assistance, in such amount not in 
excess of that specified in Section 6792, as they- may in wr·i ti ng agree 
upon, for such employee or certificated person under contract to under-
take during the summers between academic schoo 1 year·s speci a 1 i zed 
preparation, including courses, t'/orkshops, or specialized off~rings, to 
teach educa tiona lly handicapped minors, as approved by the Superintendent 
of 'Public Instruction. 
((Added by Stats. 1969, Ch. 1198.) 
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Reimbursement of School District or County Superintendent of Schools for 
loans Made During Preceding Summer 
6791. Not later than October 31 of each year, the Superintendent of 
Public Instruction shall allow, out of funds appropriated to the Depart-
ment of Education for the purpose, to each school district or county 
superintendent of schools making loans pursuant to the provisions of this . 
chapter an amount suff·i ci ent to reimburse each such district or county 
superintendent of schools for the total of such loans made during the 
summer immediately preceding pursuant to the provis·ions of Section 6792. 
(Added by Sta ts. 1969, Ch. 1198. ) 
Maximum Reimbursement Allowable 
6792. The amount of reimbursement allowed a school district or county 
superintendent of schools pursuant to Section. 6791 for each such loan 
for speci a 1 i zed preparation undertaken during any g·i ven summer by any 
given employee or certificated person under contract shall not exceed 
the product of the number of semester hours taken in any given summer 
multiplied by fifty dollars ($50). The total amount of reimbursement 
allowed for all such loans to any given employee or certificated person 
under contract undertaking such specialized preparation shall not exceed 
the product of 30 semester hours multiplied by fifty dollars ($50). No 
more than five years sha 11 e 1 apse between the first and final a 11 ow a nee in 
reimbursement of such loans for any given employee or certificated person 
under contract. 
(Added by Stats. 1969, Ch. 1198.) 
Repayment of Loans 
6793. Loans made pursuant to this chapter shall be repaid to the Department 
of Educati·on pursuant to rules and regulations adopted by the su-perinten-
dent of Public Instruction. 
There shall be allowed a 20-percent credit in the repayment of a 
loan for each year the recipient of the loan teaches educationally 
handicapped minors. 
{Added by Stats. 1969, Ch. 1198.) 
Rules and Regulations; Superintendent of Public Instruction 
6794. The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall establish rules and 
regulations for the administration of the provisions of this chapter and 
shall employ personnel necessary for the effi.cient administration of this 
chapter and Chapter 8.5 (commencing with Section 6875) of this division. 
(Added by Stats. 1969, Ch. 1198.) 
APPENDIX C 
To: Parents of Educationally Handicapped Pupils 
From: Rodney Tognetti, Teacher of Educationally Handicapped Program 
and Doctorate Candidate at the University of the Pacific. 
1005 Jefferson Street 
Napa, California 94558 
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A research project in the area of the Educationally Handicapped is being 
initiated in the Napa Valley Unified School District Elementary schools 
under the joint supervision of the University of the Pacific and the 
Office of the Educationally Handicapped for Napa Valley Unified Schools. 
The study· wi 11 be the basis of my Dissertation for a Doctorate in Educa-
tion and at the same time provide useful information for the district 
teachers of educationally handicapped students. 
As part of this study, I will need to test each child, individually, for 
no more than one hour in the area of creativity and self-concept. Your 
specific help is needed and can be accomplished by completing the few 
questions at the end of the letter and mailing them in the addressed 
envelope pro~ided. The information in this questionnaire is coded and 
your identity ~·Jill not be revealed. These questions are for the Head 
of Household. 
Below (Item III) is a parent/guardian permission form. Will you please 
sign this. If you have any reservations or questions, please leave a 
message for me at the Office of the Educationally Handicapped Program 
(255-8010) and I wi 11 return your ca 11. 
May I urge the quick return of the form below. 
Your cooperation is most appreciated. 
{please complete and return) 
I. Occupation of Head of Household: 
(Example: baker, teacher, carpenter, etc.) 
II. Education: {please circle one) 
a. Less than seven years of school. 
b. Junior high education (completed 7th, 8th or 9th grade). 
c. Partial high school education (completed lOth, 11th and/or part 
of 12th grade). 
~. High school graduate. 
e. Partial college training (completed one year, but less than four). 
f. College or university graduate. 
g. Graduate training (completed a graduate program for an advance 
degree or credential). 
III. I give my permission for my child to be included in this study. 
{Signature of parent/guardfan) 
RT/jak 
APPENDIX D 
To: Parents of Educationally Handicapped Pupils 
From: Rodney Tognetti, Teacher and Doctorate Candidate at the 
University of the Pacific 
1005 Jefferson Street 
Napa, California 94558 
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I mailed a questionnaire on December 10, 1970, to parents of selected 
children in the Napa Schools asking your cooperation in a research pro-
ject. I have heard from 50% of the parents and would also like to hear 
from you. 
I realize the Christmas season has put demands on your time, but if 
possible, please complete the new form below and return it in the stamped 
envelope provided for you. 
If I don't hear from you within the next t'v'JO weeks, I will assume that 1 
have your permission to include your child in this study. If possib'le, I 
would rather have your written signature. Please, if there are any 
questions, please leave a message at the Office of the Educationally 
Handicapped Program ~ 255-8010 - and I will return your calls. 
If you recently mailed the questionnaire in the first letter, please 
disregard this request. 




(please complete and return) 
Occupation of Head of Household=~~--:-~.---------­
(Example: baker, teacher, carpenter, etc.) 
Education: (Please circle one) 
a. Less than seven years of school. 
b. Junior high education (completed 7th, 8th, or 9th grade). 
c. Partial high school education (completed lOth, 11th and/or part 
of 12th grade) . 
d. High school graduate. 
e. Partial college tnaining (completed one year, but less than four years). 
f. College or university graduate. 
g. Graduate training (completed a graduate program for an advance degree 
or credential). 
I give my permission for my child to be included in this study. 
-"\Signature of parent/guardian) 
RT/jak 
APPENDIX E 
STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST 
STANDARDIZATION 
The standardization program for SDAT was designed to yield the 
most fundamental types of information required for professional use 
of the test. This information included norms, intercorrelations among 
subtests, reliability, and equivalence of forms. The re·lationship 
between Stanford Achievement Test: Arithmetic Tests and SDAT subtests 
was also determined. 
The standardization program was conducted in October 1965~ 
All pupilsl in each of four school systems were included in the pro-
gram, for a total of approximately 8000 cases. Both Stanford Achieve-
ment Test: Arithmetic Tests and SDAT were administered, in that order, 
to allP"iJpils, with a two-week interval between administrations. The 
tests were administered by classroom teachers in regular class 
sessions. 
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From the total group of pupils tested, samples were selected for 
the development of norms. It was felt that definition of the SDAT norm 
group in terms of performance on Stanford Achievement Test: Arithmetic 
Tests would allow development of a stable set of norms from relatively 
small but carefully selected samples of pupils. The final norm groups for 
SDAT are defined primarily in terms of their average and range of perfor-
mance on the Stanford.Achievement Test: Arithmetic Computation Test. It 
was decided that Arithmetic Computation, rather than Arithmetic' Concepts 
or Arithmetic Applications, should be used in defining the norm group. 
To obtain this correspondence between norm groups the following procedure 
was used: first, 100 pupils per grade per form were randomly selected from 
the total group of pupils tested: the distribution of grade scores on 
Arithmetic Computation for these cases was compared with distributions 
of scores on this test in the Stanford Achievement Test national standard-
ization; deletions and additions to the original sample were made in order 
to duplicate the Stanford Achievement Test norm gtoup as closely as 
possible. It was felt that this procedure, combined vJith inclusion of 
pupils from several different school systems to account for variations in 
curricular practices from school to school, provided an adequate basis 
for the development of meaningful norms. 
The communities in the norm group prov.ided a fairly typical sample 
in terms of the average median family income and average median years of 
1An exception was made in the case of one very large system where 
samples mutually agreed upon by the system and the publisher were used. 
school completed by the adult population in comparison with the national 
·avet~ages for these two indices. Considering· the many changes taking 
place in the arithmetic curriculum at the present time, the type of 
curriculum in effect in the school systems used for norming is an impor-
tant factor in describing the norm group. The school systems in the 
norming program could best be described as neither completely modern 
nor completely traditional, but 11 transitional 11 ; that is, they were mov-
ing toward a modern mathematics program but had not adopted such a pro-
gram on a ~ystematic basis. 
For the development of the grade score scales for Test 1: Concepts 
of Numbers and Numerals, and Test 2: Computation, all pupils in the 
grades appropriate for a single level of SDAT were combined into a single 
group. By an equi-percentile procedure, the equivalence of Test 1 and 
Test 2 total scores with Stanford Achievement Test: Arithmetic Concepts 
and Arithmetic Computation grade scores, respectively, was determined. 
In developing the Test 2 Total A+B+C+D for Grade 3, it was assumed that, 
if pupils in Grade 3 had taken Test 20 (Division) in the standardization, 
they would have obtained zero scores. This assumption seemed justified in 
light of evidence from the item analysts program, where Test 20 was 
administered to Grade 3 pupils. 
Development of stanines for the various subtests for which they 
are provided was based on the samples described abo~e for each of Grades 
3 and 4 separately; distributions of scores on each subtest were plotted 
on normal percentile charts, a smoothed curve fitted to the points, and 
percentile ranks read from the curve. Stanines were obtained from these 
percentile ranks. 
The ratings developed for the Number Facts subtests are based on 
judgments about the meaning of various levels of performance with respect 
to needed instruction. As indicated on page 21, a rating of A represents 
mastery of the number facts in a particular subtest; a rating of B indi~ 
cates that a pupil is near a mastery level but seems to need work on a few 
number facts before real mastery is reached; a rating of C suggests that 
the pupil experiences considerable difficulty with a particular set of 
number facts and needs intensive work in the area. 
The norms obtained from the standardization seem to be fairly 
stable representations of performance as indicated by the correspondence 
between average scores on the subtests obtained by the item analysis and 
standardization groups. Thes~ two groups were independently selected to 
provide representative samples.· The means given for the 11 item analysis 11 
represent mean subtest performance obtained from item difficulties for 
those items included in the final form (W) of the test. The data suggests 
that the standardization group is slightly better than the item an~lysis 
group in the conceptual areas. . .. the standardization group is 
slightly above the national norm in Arithmetic Concepts on Stanford Achieve-
ment Test. This situation probably reflects a national pattern:-=r:-·e-:-; 
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pupils are performing better·in conceptual areas year by yeal' as a result 
of the generally increased emphasis on concepts (even in 11 traditionaP 
curricula). 
Pupils in the standardization taking Form X served as the basic 
norm group. Form W norms were obtained by equating scores on Form W sub-
tests with scores on the corresponding subtest in Form X by an equi-
percentile procedure. Form Wand Form X samples were matched in terms 
of performance on Stanford Achievement Test: Arithmetic Computation. In 
general, corresponding subtests in the twoforrns were quite comparable in 
terms of difficulty, but norms differentiated by form are given to 
account for minor variations between forms. 
Percentile ranks and stanines are determined at one particular 
point in time (October for SDAT) and are theoretically applicable only 
at that point in time. Use of the norms for other times will make the 
norms appear easier or more difficult than they should be. For- example, 
if the stanine norms determined in October of Grade 3 are used for a 
group of pupils tested in December of Grade 3, this gr-oup of pupils will 
appear somevJhat mote proficient than they actually are. This caution 
should be kept in mind whenever interpreting tests administered at times 
other than October of Grade 3 or Grade 4. 
Reference: t:Janu!'!l foJ:_ A~mi..!}j_s teri ng_ ~-nd_ Interpreting Stanford Di agnostic 
Arithmetic Test, pp. 33-34. 
APPENDIX F 
STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST 
STANDARDIZATION 
The standardization program for SORT was designed to yield the 
most fundamental types of information required for professional use 
of the test. This information included norms, intercorrelations among 
subtests, reliability, and equivalence of forms. The re'lationship 
between Stanford Achievement Test: Reading Tests and SORT subtests 
were also determined. 
The standardization program was conducted in October 1965. All 
pupils 1 in each of six school systems were included in the program, for 
a total of approximately 12,000 cases. Both Stanford Achievement Test: 
Reading Tests and the SORT were administered, in that order, to all 
pupils, with a two-week interval between administrations. The tests 
were administered by classroom teachers in regular class sessions. 
From the total group of pupils tested, samples were selected for 
the development of norms. It was felt that definition of the SORT norm 
group in terms of performance on Stanford Achievement Test: Reading 
Tests would allow development of a stable- set of norms-from relatively 
small but carefully selected samples of pupils. The final norm groups 
for SORT, then, are defined primarily in terms of their average and 
range of performance on the Stanford Achievement Test: Paragraph 
Meaning Test. · 
To obtain the correspondence between norm groups the fo 11 owing 
procedure was used: first, 100 pupils per grade per form were· randomly 
selected from the total group of pupils tested; the distribution of 
grade scores on Paragraph Meaning for these cases was compared with 
distributions of scores on this test in the Stanford Achievement Test 
national standardization; deletions and additions to the original--
sample were made in order to duplicate the Stanford Achievement Test 
norm group as closely as possible. It was feltthat this procedure, 
combined with inclusion of pupils from several different school systems 
to account for variations in the·reading ~urriculum from school to 
school, provided an adequate basis for the.development of meaningful 
norms. The stability of norms thus obtained was further confirmed by 
the close correspondence between mean performance by grade in the · 
various subtests in the item analysis· and standardization programs. 
1An exception was made in the case of one .very large system where 
samples mutually agreed upon by .the system and publisher were used. 
• 
For the development of the grade score scale for Reading Compre-
hension, all pupils in the grade appropriate for a single level of SORT 
were combined; the equivalence of SORT Reading Comprehension and 
Stanford Achievement Test: Paragraph Meaning scores was determined by 
an equi-percentile proced-ure. Development of stanine scales for Reading 
Comprehension and the other subtests in SORT was based on samples for each 
grade separately; distributions of scores on each subtest were plotted on 
normal percentile charts, a smoothed curve fitted to the points, and 
percentile ranks read from the curve. Stanines were obtained from the 
percentile ranks. Although stanines are recommended for interpretation 
of results, percentile ranks, may be used. 
Pupils in the sample taking Form X served as the basic norm group. 
Form W norms were obtained by equating scores on Form W subtests with 
scores on the corresponding subtest in Form X by an equi-percentile 
procedure. Form W and Form X samples were matched in terms of performance 
on Stanford Achievement Test: Paragraph Meaning. In general, corresponding 
subtests in the two forms were quite comparable in terms of difficulty 
but norms differentiated by form are given to account for minor variations 
between forms . 
. Although the norm sample for SORT was selected so that it would be 
accurately defined in terms of Stanford Achievement Test: Paragraph 
Mean·i ng grade scores, it is impcir'tant-fo-n6-te that the entire group of 
pupils tested in the standardization came from a fairly normal set of 
communities as indicated by the median family income and median years of 
schooling completed by the adult population in these communities. Thus, 
severe problems of regression effects fn·the final norms are avoided.· 
Since the percentile rank and stanine norms were determined at 
one specific point in time (October), use of the norms for tests adminis-
tered at some other time will make the norms appear easier or more 
difficult than they should be. But this effect should be approximately 
uniform across subtests so that identification of strengths and weaknesses-
-the main purpose of SORT--should not be adversely affected. 
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· APPENDIX G 
NORMING DATA ON THE TORRANCE TESIS OF CREATIVE THINKING 
Only limited sets of comparison group norms can be offered at this 
time. The author and publisher will continue to accumulate comparison 
group norms on a variety of kinds of populations r·anging from kinder-
garten through graduate school. There is no plan at the present time to 
compile what might be called ''children-in-general 11 type norms. An attempt 
will be made to describe the groups for which norms are presented and the 
variety of groups will be extended. A 1 ready test data have been accumu-
lated on a greater variety of groups than is presented in this manual. 
Changes in scoring procedures and the pressures of t·i me have reduced the 
number and variety of groups for which norms are presented in this 
manual. 
The T-score conversion tables offered in this manual are based on 
the test performances of fifth grade pupils who took all four of the tests 
within a hio-week period of time. The author and his associates have 
found this set of T-scor·es most useful in comparing relative levels of 
development or performance on verbal as opposed to figural; on fluency 
compared with flexibility, elaboration, and originality; from one group to 
another; and the like. The use ofT-scores for all four tests of the same 
subjects also has the advantage of approximating equivalency. From the 
data given in this manual it is also possible to construct a set of T-score 
tables based on data from seventh graders. The author, however, has found 
that the ones based on fifth-grade data lend themselves satisfactorily to 
conversions at both the lower and upper levels educationally. 
COMPARISON GROUP NORMS FOR FIGURAL FORM A 
The major comparison group for Figural Form A is a large school 
system in southern California. This school system seems to draw from a 
wide r·ange of soci oecon.orni c levels and to have good psycho., ogi cal services. 
The sampling, arrangerrl!l-~<nts for testing, and test administration was executed 
under the supervision of the director of psychological services for the 
school district. The tests wene administered at each grade level near the 
end of the school year. 
The examples in grades one through six from the University (Min-
nesota) Elementary SchooJ were tested by the author as a part of his longi·~ 
tudinal study of creative development in this school. The school enrolled 
only 25 pupils in each grade, so the entire school population was tested. 
The average intelligence quotient of the pupils in this school is about 
120 as measured by the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scales. The average 
education of the mothers of the pupils of this school is four years of 
college and of the fathers, ·six years of college. The school (now 
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discontinued) gave considerable emphasis to creative d,evelopment in most 
classes. 
The pupils from grades two through six in a Minneapolis schoo·l were 
also a part of the author•s longitudinal studies of creative development. 
This school is located near the University of Minnesota campus and enrolls 
a disproportionate number of children from both the lower socio-economic 
class and from the upper-middle class. The average intelligence quotient 
of the children in this school as measured by the California Test of 
Mental Maturity is slightly above 100. One gathers the impression that 
some of the teachers in this school give some opportunities for learning 
in creative ways but that others teach primarily by author·i ty. 
The 40 fourth graders from a Bloomington, Minnesota~ school were 
tested by their teacher, a young woman especially interested in creative 
development and creative ways of teaching. The 142 sixth graders from 
a Pennsylvania school were tested by a supervising principal especially 
interested in encouraging his teachers to teach in creative ways and to 
contribute to the creative Jevelopment of their pupils. 
The fifth and seventh grade data were derived from the test-retest 
samples described in Chapter IIt. The data for the T-Score conversion 
table derived from fifth grade pupils in Wisconsin were tested by the 
supervising teachers of a three-county area. All of the pupils live in 
rural areas and small towns but are in close proximity to a state college 
and to metropolitan Twin Cities. 
Reference: Torrance, Norms-Technical Manual, pp. 56-57. 
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APPENDIX H 
NORMATIVE DATA INTELLECTUAL ACHIEVEMENT RESPONSIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE. 
The sample was composed of 923 elementary- and high-school students 
and was drawn from five different schools so that it would be representa-
tive of children in diverse kinds of communities. Included were students 
from a consolidated country school, a village school, a small-city school, 
a medium-city school, and a college laboratory school. None came from a 
large metropolitan school system, however. Subsamples in various grades 
were: third grade, N = 102; fourth grade, N = 103; fifth grade, N = 99; 
sixth grade, N - 166; eighth grade, N = 161; tenth grade, N - 183; twelfth 
grade, N = l 09. 
The socioeconomic status (SES) of the children in grades 6, 8, 10, 
and 12 was determined by Hollingshead•s Two Factor Index of Social Posi-
tion (Hollingshead, 1957). This index is based on the type of occupation 
and amount of education of the head of the household, with these tWo 
factors weighted and summed. SES information was obtained from a ques-
tionnaire administered to the children. Complete information was obtained 
for all tenth grade Ss, but was acquired for only parts of the sixth-, 
eighth-, and twelfth-grade subsamples. However, Ss in these grades were 
in the same schools as the tenth-grade sample, and there was no evidence 
to suggest that the subsamples on \AJhich information was incomplete differed 
from those with complete information. For grades 3, 4, and 5, an estimate 
of the children•s SES was obtained from their fathers• occupations only, 
since they were not able to provide information on their fathers• educa-
tions. Both SES distributions compare favorably with the normative sample 
of Hollingshead and Redlich (1958) except that neither is as heavily 
weighted with children from families on the lower end of the distribution. 
For the older children the distribution was normal (non-significant Fisher 
gl and g2), and for the younger children the distribution showed some 
p1ling up of scores on the lower end of the range (Fisher gl significant at 
the .05 level). However even the distribution of the younger sample is still 
not as skewed as Hollingshead and Redlich repdrt is true of their New Haven 
sample. 
The California Test of Mental Maturity, the intelligence test used 
by all schools for grades 6, 8, 10, and 12 yielded a mean of 103.4 and an 
SD of 14.15. The intelligence test which all but one of the schools had 
used for grades 3, 4, and 5 was the Large-Thorndike. The mean Large-
Thorndike score for the Ss who had had the test was 103.0 with an SO of 12.51 . 
. . . preliminary research indicated that children•s average 
intelligence in the first two elementary grades often had difficulty in 
responding to the questionnaire, primarily because they could not keep 
an item and its two alternatives in mind long enough to make meaningful 
responses. As a result, only children in the third grade and above were 
used. Interview·ing of the subjects used in the preliminary study also 
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indicated that some children in even the third, fourtb, and fifth grades 
were not able to read well enough to take the test in written form. It 
was decided therefore, that individual oral presentation of the scale was 
desirable for children below the sixth grade, and it was administered in 
this fashion to the third-, fourth-, and fifth-grade samples. The questions 
were tape recorded so that each child was presented verbal stimuli which 
had the same inflections, time and rate. His oral responses were recorded 
by the examiner. The older children in grades 6, 8, 10, and 12 were ad-
ministered the scale in written form in group sessions. 
The instructions presented in both the oral and the written adminis-
trations requested the S to pick the answer ''that best describes what 
happened to you or how you feel.'' He was told that there were no right 
or wrong answers and assured that his responses would not be given to 
anyone at his school. 
Reference: Crandall, et. al., Children's Beliefs, pp. 97-99. 
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CHART VII 
RAW DATA FOR SUBJECTS IN LEARNING DISABILITY GROUPS: I.Q. <( 97 
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ItS - .,........ . ..-.. en ,.-
en ::::1 n:s 
::::1 c '1-l 
,..- ...... 0 
a.. ::E: r-
...... ...... ...... ---+ •. + ..... ..... ...... 
..c ..c ..c 
>, >, c ..,., ..,., 0 
•r- .,... .,... 
..c r- r- ..,., 
>, ..... ItS ItS 
u ..0 c s.. c .,... ..... 0 
CV X Ol..O 
:::::JCV •r- ItS 
r-r- s.. r-
LL.. LL.. 0 LJ.J 



























QJ u +' u 
+' U ItS 0 C C+ 
en en ..- r- o o 
>, c c... . u •r- .,... c 
V> o en c +'+'0 
..... r- +' 0 u ltS•r-
s.. +' ItS 0. ..... ttl +' +' 
cv n:s E aJ +' s.. ::::~•r­
..o s.. .,... u ..... +' o.-o 
E QJ u c "0 ..o E"' 
::::1 0. QJ 0 "0 ::::1 oc:x:: z o o u c:x:: V> u-
3 1 3 2 4 3 4 
2 2 6 8 57 55 89 39 l 1 5 3 5 4 5 
3 4 9 13 39 40 41 25 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 
4 
5 
4 6 10 
3 ·5 a 
74 59 98 45 
40 42 50 62 
2 3 4 3 3 4 4 
2 2 3 2 4 3 4 
6 5 7 12 69 59 72 38 2 1 3 1 2 3 2 
7 8 5 13 74 52 lOG 27 3 3 5 . 4 5 4 5 
8 4 6 10 58 63 69 42 5 3 3 3 1 1 1 
9 9 9 18 57 63 85 39 3 2 2 2 3 1 2 




























































s.. u s:: "0 
0. Vl 0 c 
EU•r- •r-ttl 












ItS >, u s:: Ol 
Ol .....- S.. •r- •r-U C Cl 
c ::::1 0 ..0 c Vl•r-
.,... . ..0 +' ttl s:: "0 "0 \j 
"0 ItS .,... .-- •r- c c c 
ttl u "0 .-- Ol::::l QJ ::::1 
QJ 0 ::::1 >,QJOr- 0 






























----~-- ----- ----- --- -------------a 
1.7 2.6 1 3 4 3 1 1 2 1.4 3 
2.2 3.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 







1 , I 1 1 1 1 
5 4 3 4 3 3 
1.5d 2.2 1 2 1 2 1 3 2 
3.3 3.8 1 3 4 2 3 4 2 
2.7 2.8 1 5 2 2 3 1 3 
~.8 2.2 1 5 4 2 3 5 3 









































c::r . ....... X (j) (/) 
8-10 87 M 
8-10 97 M 
9- 0 83 F 
10- 5 91 
10- 9 87 
M 
F 
9- 5 92 M 
10- 0 91 M 
10- 8 87 M 
9- 9 88 M 
9- 2 .9T M 
a) raw scores __________ --------------- - ------ bTTscores cTs-fanine scores 

















"'0 E ..... .-- s.. 
> 1'1:1 0 .,.... ..0 4-
"'0 s.. s.. 
s:: QJ a.J 
~ > 0.. 
-----· 
1 82 94 
2 92 103 
3 82 86 
4 79 107 
5 91 85 
6 82 104 
7 82 101 
8 91 85 
9 82 94 
10 92 101 
aTSca1ed scores 
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0 QJ ..... E 
+-' QJ 
ttl QJ Ol 
s:: ttl ....- s:: 
ttl 0 V) 0.. ttl 
s:: ..... ttl QJ ttl ttl E s.. . 0 V) u ..... >, s:: 0 s.. 
0 .,.... s:: •r- +-' s. .. ttl u 00:: . +-' QJ +' ··- m 0.. ....., ttl ..s:: OJ s.. r- VJ a.J QJ 
E QJ E ttl ::::1 s.. s... 
r-- s.. s.. ..s:: r-- ..0 +-' =.I :::1 
ttl 0 0.. +-' ..... ttl ..... +-' +-' 
+-' 4- E ..... ·E u Ol u u 
0 !:: 0 s.. ..... 0 ..... .,.... .,.... 
II- ..... u 00:: VJ > a 0.. 0.. 
87 7 7 8 11 -
97 6 10 9 7 8 13 10 9 
83 8 6 9 6 8 
91 5 8 6 18 
87 4 9 '7 ·n .9 J2 7 11 
92 4 7 7 13 5 5 6 14 
91 7 '7 9 6 . 13 
87 7 9 10 5 •' 12 9 11 8 
88 5 10 6 12 3 7 '13 9 










+-' rn r.:$ 
.::£. u s:: V) 
u OJ ..... QJ 
0 ..... -o N 
r-- ..0 0 ttl 
CCl 0 u ::E 
--------
10 7 
10 11 12 
9 8 7 
5 10 11 
7 6 8 
12 13 6 
7 11 10 
4 6 10 
10 9 8 8 
11 12 15 
-------· -----... --------·· .. ---- ·--~·----· 
